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A
s I write this, SMMI and
the rest of the SAM
Publications team are
about to set off for our
annual sojourn to the

IPMS UK Nationals at the Telford
Convention Centre. The ‘National’s
is the highlight of the modelling
year for many, as under one roof
(well three actually) you can be
a part of the whole
spectrum of scale
modelling, from aircraft,
through armour, via
fantasy and science fiction
to warships and figures. The
hustle and bustle of the halls
really gives you a sense that
this hobby is one in its
ascendancy, rather
than one in its
decline. You only
have to look at
the number of
traders with new
products and the
host of eager
modellers parting
with their hard earned cash
to stock up on new kits,

accessories, paints and reference
materials. It is a heart warming
sight, and one that we will be
reporting on in the next issue.

But for now, as usual, we have
a packed issue for you to enjoy
and straight off we have Thierry
Baulard’s excellent rendition of the

M60 IDF ‘Blazer’ using the latest
Italeri kit, and continuing the IDF
theme Keith Forsyth treats us to a
superb Tamiya ‘Tiran 5’, and Bob
Cantrell builds the HobbyBoss
Merkava ARV. Elsewhere Mark
Chisholm takes you ‘step-by-step’
though a UNIFIL Puma build and

Michael Mandau brings a
stunning straight-from-the-
box Dragon Sherman DV.

Happy Modelling

Andy Evans 
Editor
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Italeri

T
he 1970’s saw a hundred
M60’s being purchased by
the Israeli Defence Force
from the United States.
They were assessed as not

being protected enough, so they were
upgraded with an ‘ERA’ (Explosive Reactive
Armour) system. The subsequent tank was
called the ‘Magach 6’, which in Hebrew
means ‘ramming hit’. Much has been
written about these Israeli tanks, so rather
than repeat those with a greater
knowledge than myself, I am going jump
straight into this Italeri ‘kit experience’.

The model comes nicely wrapped
in the usual sturdy Italeri box with
a lovely artwork. On opening the
lid and checking the contents I
knew that I was in for an awful
lot of cleaning and sanding! After
a little research on the internet, I
found out that this kit is the re-
boxing of the old, but excellent
Esci kit which had been
produced over thirty years
ago, and has also been also
sold under the Revell
label. The kit itself does
not have many parts, but
seam lines appear on
every single one.
However, the detail is quite
acceptable, despite the age
of the kit. A new addition in
this box is a sprue with single
and lengths of track to replace the
rubber ones. I have to say that I was
extremely disappointed by them, as they
have a sink marks on them, so perhaps not
the greatest addition in my view.

My first thought was to clean the parts
and then glue them, keeping them as sub-
assemblies to put together at the end.
However, I changed my mind very quickly and
decided upon a different approach and
something I had never done before! I
thought that if I could sand everything in one
go, then the model would go together
quickly. So, out with the modelling knife and
sprue cutter and in no time I was the owner
of a disassembled kit with no numbers on the
parts but easy enough to recognize. On the
bottom of the empty box I had written the
different steps from the instruction sheet

Thierry Baulard details the 1:35 Italeri IDF M60
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M60 BLAZER

Kit Data
M60 Blazer
Manufacturer: Italeri
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 6391

M60 Blazer
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The top of the hull did not have any real

hiccups and was very quickly assembled

The basket was pretty good with effective templates for the mesh

The low number of
parts makes this

kit suitable for
even the beginner

M60 BLAZER
M
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M60 BLAZER

Here we see the decals applied and all of the additional stowage added,

plus the Friul tracks ready for assembly

The completed Friul tracks add an extra detail dimensionM
60
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and placed all the parts for the
various sections together. 

The hull was assembled with
no real surprises and the wheels
were glued together with the
return roller and sprockets,
and then they were left
overnight for a solid bond.
Being a member of the Milton
Keynes model club, when I
went to our monthly meeting
there was a surprise waiting for

me in the shape of a set of
Friulmodel M60 white metal track

links! I was absolutely delighted, as
this was going to give the kit

a huge improvement.
The top of the hull did

not have any real hiccups
and was very quickly
assembled. Next came
the turret, and here the
basket was pretty good
with effective templates
for the mesh, however,
as the turret was made of
two parts, top and
bottom, with the basket
‘sandwiched’ between. This
means that you will be left

with quite a few big gaps
that will need filling and

sanding! The main gun was
glued into place and again the

seam taken care of. The ‘ERA’
blocks were then mounted on

both sides of the turret, and here I
would advise you not to follow my

example as I foolishly followed the
instruction sheet - and I should not have. I

was left with two blocks on each side with no
room to glue them on; so I chose to leave
them off. Also something else to mention is
the absence of the three ‘ERA’ blocks on top
of the turret (parts G20 in the instructions). I
only found them on the box art.

The model was now ready for the painting
stage, but before this I tackled the Friul tracks.

I organised myself with
the some equal

lengths of wire, pre-
drilled the sides of
the links and got
the super-glue
ready. Before you
knew it I had
achieved two track-

runs ready to install
on the Blazer. You

have to be careful, as
these tracks are made of

two different types of links
in order to be able to represent

the bent shapes that go around the
sprockets. Well done Friul! They were then
undercoated with Halfords grey primer
followed up with a mixture of Tamiya XF1 and
XF10, with the individual rubber pads being
painted with Vallejo tyre rubber.

So much has been written about the exact
shade of the Israeli colours, but I chose to mix
a few shades of Tamiya colours XF57, XF59,
XF60 and XF55, so I would get different hues
around the tank. The decals were then applied
in-between two coats of gloss varnish and
then a matt to seal everything in. I painted the
ammunition boxes and canisters with black,
wood and sand colours to give an interesting
contrast to the pale tone of the tank. A light
wash was then applied in the crevices using
yellow ochre, Van-Dyke brown and sepia oil
paints diluted in white spirit. A light dry-brush
was then applied on the corners with Humbrol
94. Both the tracks and the tank were then
drawn together with the application of various
MIG Productions pigments. 

The Italeri M60 is not a bad kit, but its now
showing its age. It is very good value for
money and with a bit of elbow grease you
will get a decent representation of a Blazer,
and with the addition of a few aftermarket
sets you can get a more accurate model. All
in all enjoyed this challenge and would
recommend it even to the beginner who
would be comfortable with the low number
of parts.

M60 BLAZER
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Trumpeter
Soviet GAZ-67B Military Vehicles
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded with etch
Kit Number: 02346

The GAZ-67 was
a further

development of
the earlier GAZ-
64. The main improvements
were a wider wheel track, a
strengthened chassis frame

and an enlarged fuel tank. It
was powered by a slightly

more powerful 54hp version of
GAZ M1 4-cylinder engine.
Production started on 23

September 1943 and continued
until 1944 when it was replaced by
the GAZ-67B.

Workable Track
Links for Russian
T-90 MBT

Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded 
Kit Number: 02064

HobbyBoss
4.7 cm Pak(t)
Sfl.auf Fgst.
Pz.Kpfw.35 R
731(f)
Manufacturer:
HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 83807

The Renault R35 was a French Light
Infantry Tank of the Second World War.
Designed from 1933 and produced
from 1936, the type was intended as a
light infantry support tank, and a
number were captured by Germany
and used against its originators!

On the Side

French Civilians
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded 
Kit Number: 38004
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Modellers’ Marketplace

Sponsored By
Creative Models

www.creativemodels.co.uk
T: 01354 760022

MiniArt
GAZ-AAA Mod. 1941 w/Figures
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 35173
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AK Interactive
New Colours and Finishes
AK777 – Gloss Varnish
AK776 – Satin Varnish
AK-775 – Matt Varnish

These waterborne acrylic varnishes
allow you to easily apply a gloss, satin
or matt finish in any kind of kit and
surface. They can be applied directly
from the bottle - just shake it and
use, and they are designed to be
effective for both airbrush and brush
work and are
water-soluble.

AK740 – Red
AK739 – Yellow
AK738 – White

These are
highly colour
saturated
acrylic paints
which can be
used straight
from the bottle.

On the Side

Sponsored by Creative Models www.creativemodels.co.uk
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Soviet Infantry w/Infantry Weapons Set
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded 
Kit Number: 35108

Soviet Infantry Automatic Weapons and
Equipment
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded 
Kit Number: 35154

Building with Garage
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded 
Kit Number: 72031

The Red Baron – Manfred Von
Richthofen 
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:16
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded 
Kit Number: 16032
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Armour Workshop

Keith Forsyth

Tamiya

T
he Tiran 5 was a product of
the IDF’s ability to re-engineer
equipment recovered from
the battlefield, and during
1967 when they fought

battles against their surrounding Arab
neighbours in what became known as the
‘Six-Day War’ many Russian built T-55's
were captured. These tanks were later
modified with upgraded parts, including
the 105mm L5 guns, better diesel engines,
additional turret storage and additional
machine guns, and these became known
as the ‘Tiran 5’ and were then used in
action during the ‘Yom Kippur War’ of 1973
fighting against their previous owners!
They continued to be used well into the
1980s before being retired for training

purposes and later sold on to South
America and the Lebanese Army where
they are still in use today.

The Tamiya kit comes in a sand coloured
plastic rather the usual green of the original T-
55 release, and contains pretty much most of
the original sprues plus a couple of additional
ones that make up the new parts. So, let’s
begin. We start with the lower hull by adding
the axles and ensuring they are aligned, and we
follow this with the front and rear hull plates
and details, and some blanking parts are
included for the rear hull where the original fuel
tank carriers went. 

Moving onto the upper hull and with all the
components to be added it’s easier to start on
one side and work your way around. So let’s
start by adding the fuel lines for the fuel tanks
using fine copper wire, there are plenty of
online pictures of how these go. With these

now in place the fuel cells can be added and
the additional storage boxes can be attached to
each side. These are followed by the fuel/water
cans, and no doubt at some point in the future
some aftermarket sets will produce a finer
replacement, but the kit part is more than
adequate. With the upper and lower hulls now
combined we move on to adding the ‘Dozer’
blade seen on some Tiran 5’s. 

This came from Verlinden and is a simple
conversion that mounts on the front of the
hull. The instructions take a little deciphering,
but make sense once you start putting the
parts together. There isn’t the option to make
the blade move up or down and you need to
decide how it will go before gluing all the parts

Adding the axles

and ensuring they are

correctly aligned

Adding fuel lines from

copper wire gives

greater realism
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Israeli Re-Engineering!

TIRAN 5 tank
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Armour Workshop

A few years ago now Tamiya

released onto a waiting public one

of their best kits, in my opinion, the

classic T-55, and I have over the years

built this kit many times and in

various different disguises using available resin conversions. So I

was pleasantly surprised to see them revisit this kit again and

release it as first the T55 Enigma and then a Tiran 5, which are

two of my favourite conversions.
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ARMOUR WORKSHOP
Israeli Tiran 5
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 328

T-55 Dozer Blade
Manufacturer: Verlinden
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: 1957

Note how the ‘fuel lines’

fit around the hull

The front end and the

Verlinden dozer blade

!
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Armour Workshop

The rear received a Magic Sculpt tarpaulin The turret with tarpaulin and aerial recognition flag

Ready to paint! After a grey primer coat and a black pre-shade, painting can with the new Lifecolor

‘Israeli Army Pigment and Paint Combo Set

The barrel was first painted white and then masked

with Tamiya tape…..

Then the IDF colour was applied…..

…and once dry the tape can be removed to reveal a

perfect sighting line

The decals can be applied after a coat of satin varnish Spots of various oil paints can be added….. …and then blended in to give a weathered effect
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together. I would suggest test fitting it with the
wheels fitted so you can gauge the height
before finally gluing it in position. A simple tip
here is leave off parts A26 until the hydraulic
block is in place on the front hull, as this is
easier than trying to remove them later! With
the dozer blade in place, I added the tow ropes
from soft copper wire and draped them along
the side before moving onto the turret.

Now for the turret and as with the upper
hull the trick is again to start at one side and
work your way around. The barrel is a three-part
affair and needs some TLC to get it aligned and
you will need to use a little filler here. The kit
comes with two more than adequate figures,
so I glued the hatches open, but left the
additional machine guns off to make it easier to
paint and weather. The turret and hull both
come with large open baskets, and ideally you
can fill those with various bits of clutter, but I
opted to cover them up with tarpaulins made
from Magic Sculpt. I turned back the turret
basket cover at one edge to add interest and
added an aerial recognition flag using some
left-over putty and draped this on the front of
the turret.

Ok, now we are ready to paint. So let’s begin
with a grey primer coat, followed by black. Next
the gun barrel and start here with a white
overspray then mask off with Tamiya tape to
produce the distinctive sighting line often seen
on IDF tanks. This is a whole lot easier than
using the supplied decals. Painting can be done
by virtue of the new Lifecolor ‘Israeli Army
Pigment and Paint Combo Set’, and I selected
UA902 IDF Sand Grey 2 which I felt was a good
colour match for the Tiran 5 I was trying to
depict. A gentle overspray gives the model a
good base colour, and a lightened coat applied
on just the top parts will help with the overall
‘shadow and light’ effect. 

Once dry the tape on the barrel can be
removed and the model can then be given a
good coat of satin varnish. Then use
something like Micro Sol and Micro Set to
help the decals settle before applying
another coat of varnish to seal them in.
With the decals in place a light wash of
sepia oil paint will bring the detail to life,
and allow this to dry overnight
before any further
weathering is applied.
Then starting with a light
dry brush using oil paints

to bring out the detail, some black-grey can
then be ‘sponged’ onto the model to produce
some simple wear and tear in the areas most
likely to see it. Light and dark mud oil paints can
then placed on the upper decks before these
are blended together to
produce a layer of
ingrained sand.
This is a

simple effect that
enhances the overall look of the
model.

The tracks received a dark rust colour from
the Lifecolor range, and this was followed by a
light sand pigment and oil wash which would
settle into the track crevices. The same wash

can then be used on the rest of the kit to
increase the level of weathering. The trick here
is to slowly build up layers of various colours
and mediums in order to give a more natural
look to the model. Enamel oil and fuel stains
can then be applied to add more interest. A
mixture of pigments from the aforementioned
Lifecolor set can then be applied to the dozer

blade before you fix it in place, and
whilst this is drying further

pigments can be

applied to build up the colours and
layers. A metallic pigment can then be
added to the blade teeth and this can
then be touched up with a silver pencil. 

The ID flag on the turret should be
painted in a subdued orange colour to
blend into the model and this can then
be suitably weathered. Finally the
aerials can be fitted and secured in
place with fine thread and then
‘whipped back’ as is often seen. Now
let’s dry brush the canvas covers on the
turret and hull baskets with a lighter
sand colour to try and give them a
tonal variation to the rest of the vehicle.
The two crew figures can then be
painted in suitable acrylic colours before

being secured in the turret. And there you go,
a nicely detailed Tiran 5!

A suitably weathered dozer blade 

Armour Workshop

Oil spills and stains add

plenty of interest

Some black-grey

can then be ‘sponged’ onto

the model to produce some simple wear and tear
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Tank Workbench

M4A3 Sherman

Calliope
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Sponsored by
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T
he M4 Sherman tank was one of the
most important and successful tanks of
World War II and proved reliable and
highly mobile in the field.  The ‘Calliope’
version mounted sixty T34 4.5 inch

rockets on a frame attached to the turret. There were
many interesting upgrades added to the Shermans in the

field including extra welded-on plates, plank and log
armour, and also sandbags and spare tracks were

used to protect the occupants. In this build I will
show how easy it is to add some of

these ‘field modifications’
without the expense of

aftermarket kits.

When adding the extensions above the wheels use a flat surface to get

the location correct

Be careful when adding the

extensions at the rear of the

tank as the left and right

part numbers are transposed

With ‘Field Modifications’
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I initially just used plastic cement to fix the rear wheel assemblies but the tight tracks

pulled them from the hull. To rectify this I rejoined them using two-part epoxy resin

Tank Workbench

Kit Data
35 M4A3 Sherman ‘Calliope’ 
Manufacturer: Revell
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 03074

www.revell.eu
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The instructions advise that the suspension pivots are left unglued.  I followed this

but when all the bogies were attached to the hull and could be paced against a flat

surface glue was added to fix these in place to avoid the tight rubber tracks pulling

them out of position

The tracks also caused the body to ‘float’ above the tracks so I used CA glue on the

bottom of the lower road wheels and a weight to hold them whilst they set

Although there is a fine cast texture on the turret, many reference photographs show

a much rougher texture, so to achieve this I applied plastic cement to the area and

then after a few seconds ruffed and dragged a cheap cut-off brush over it

After the wood had dried I made

some frontal sandbag armour. I first

glued a plastic I-beam to hold the

sandbags, covered the front of the

tank in shrink wrap to stop the bags

sticking and then mixed some

Milliput putty and rolled it into a

long, flattened sausage shape. This

was then cut into lengths of 15mm

to make the individual sandbags

The individual sandbags were shaped at one end and then placed one by one over the

front of the tank. After being left to dry overnight the wrap easily peeled off leaving

a removable plate

This is the tenth in a new series sponsored by

Revell, where we guide you through building and

painting one of their 1:72 or 1:35 kits. Here Leigh

Jones takes you step-by-step through

constructing and painting their 1:35 M4A3

Sherman ‘Calliope’ and in addition to this, you can also enter our

exclusive Revell competition on page 19 to win an M4A3 Sherman,

and build along with us. 

The turret after this technique

was used

The rocket launcher goes together well and can be

showed in different positions.  Once the final position

had been decided I clamped it in position and then

glued all the joints and left this to dry

Once the model was built, I took some balsa sheet and cut

it to the size of the hull to create some ‘plank armour’.

Once cut I scored in the ‘plank lines’ with a toothpick and

then made a few passes with a wire brush to create some

grain. I stuck them to the sides with CA glue and then

mixed white glue with water to seal the wood surface

The Tank
Workbench Series
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The completed tank with added armour before painting
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Sponsored by

Tank Workbench

The sandbag armour was airbrushed individually with grey/brown first, then

darkened with dark brown, then lightened with cream

After priming the tank with Vallejo black primer, a coat of olive drab was applied

followed by the addition of some faded areas by mixing olive drab with cream

The finer details were brush painted including the tracks, tyres and the plank armour

The final step was to use AK Interactive Dark Streaking Grime as a

panel line wash
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SMMI, in

conjunction with

Revell is giving you

the chance win

one one of their

1:35 M4A3 Sherman ‘Calliope’ kits, as featured in our

‘Tank Work-Bench’ article on pages 16-18.

This gives you a unique opportunity read how how the

Revell M4A3 is built and painted, and then have the

chance to own the same kit and ‘build along’ following

Leigh Jones’s guidelines!

So, for your chance to ‘Build Along
With Revell’ and win a M4A3 to work
with, just answer this simple
question correctly:

What size rockets fitted into the
Sherman’s T34 launcher?

a) 4.5in

b) 5.5in

c) 6.5in

Revell model kits are available from all
good toy and model retailers. For
further information visit:

www.revell.eu

Competition Rules
Employees/volunteers working for Media House, Revell and associated companies or their families are not permitted to enter. Entries are limited to one per
person/household. No correspondence will be entered into. The judges’ decision is final. Winners’ names will be published in a future edition of Scale Military

Modeller International. All entries must reach Media House by 20th December 2013, when the prize draw will take place.

Build Along with Revell

COMPETITION

M4A3 competition
Scale Military Modeller Magazine
Media House
21 Kingsway, Bedford. MK42 9BJ. Bedford

or email: clare@sampublications.com

Send your answers to...
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M
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Cyber Hobby

T
o me, the Panzer III series
and self-propelled guns
are some of the most
interesting vehicles of
World War II, and this

Cyber Hobby Panzer III Ausf.L kit is a really
nice little tank. I chose to build this
example as pictured in the kit instructions
for s.Pz, Abt.502 fighting on the Eastern
Front in 1942, with the help of wartime
photographs I found online and in a couple
of books. This meant a dark grey base coat
covered in a winter camouflage pattern.

As with any tank, the running gear and hull
were built first and whilst doing that I jumped
ahead in the instructions and not only built all
the road wheels, torsion bars and the front and
rear of the hull, but I also assembled the tracks.
In completing this task I used a drill to help
sand down the moulding ring around the
middle of each road wheel, and then I added
some ‘missing chunks’ on the tyres by using a
hobby knife to remove small pieces of plastic.  

After I assembled the tracks, I added the
mufflers and heat shield on the rear of the hull.
And since I had glued the tracks in place, I went
ahead and applied the flat black primer coat to
the wheels and tracks. This way I wouldn’t have
to worry about getting enough paint coverage
in the tight area between the track and the
fender when the vehicle was fully assembled.
The upper hull was next and everything went
together without major issues other than
losing a piece on the floor at one point, but
later I found it and then everything moved on,
including the turret.  

To create some interest on this vehicle I
used a Dremel tool with a router bit, and
thinned the underside of the left front fender.
After the fender was thinned, I could easily
bend the fender up as if the vehicle had hit the
corner of a building or small tree. Now it was
on to the rear of the vehicle and here I made a
metal crew storage box from plastic stock,
which I fashioned after some that I’ve seen in
wartime photos. Along with the storage box
I used some stiff wire which was glued
on the rear plate to hang an extra
length of track. Finally I built a
storage rack for the single
gas can on the right rear
fender. This was made
from flat styrene stock
and then glued in place
before painting.

Now that everything
was built, the painting
started with the interior
of the commander’s hatch.
I knew that this would be
the only piece that would be

Eastern Front 1942

Panzer III
Kevin Potts tackles the Cyber Hobby Ausf.L, s.Pz, Abt.502 kit
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Preparing the track runs

Adding etch gives

greater detail

Panzer III Ausf.L

Kit Data
Panzer III Ausf.L
Manufacturer: Cyber Hobby
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 6422
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The figure is from Evolution

with a Hornet head

A crew storage box was scratchbuilt for the rear of the tank

Panzer III Ausf.L

Finally it was
time for a

little
hairspray...
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The tow cable, storage

box and other items

add more interest

I used a drill to help sand down the moulding ring

around the middle of each road wheel
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seen from the outside so it’s the only interior part that was painted
correctly. The entire outside received a flat black primer coat followed by
a coat of dark grey and then I went back and used a lightened coat of
dark grey on the panel centres on the upper hull, and then used another
lighter shade as a highlight for certain areas.  

Next, I hand painted all the details as well as the rust on the tracks and
other parts. I painted everything as if I wasn’t going to add the white
camouflage. Now I applied floor polish, decals and dot filters, and
finally it was time for a little hairspray and a haphazardly applied coat
of winter white. When I was applying the white, I
was sure to go around the decals which were
already on the vehicle. I used a toothbrush, as well
as a round file, dipped in warm water to wear off
some the winter white. Afterwards I applied a burnt
umber wash, and a black and brown pin-wash along
with some streaking.  

Mud was made from acrylic paste tinted with
dark brown paint and was applied with an old
paintbrush around the tracks and

wheels. After everything was painted the
entire vehicle was given a nice coat of flat
clear. The figure is from Evolution with a
Hornet head, and was primer coated in flat
black and then painted with Vallejo acrylics.
The head received the same treatment after
I drilled out the holes for the wires on the
headset and throat microphone. Once the

head was painted, I used the thinnest
copper wire I had for the wiring and

painted them with a mixture of hull
red and flat white.

Panzer III Ausf.L
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Mud was made from acrylic

paste tinted with dark brown

paint and was applied with an

old paintbrush around the

tracks and wheels

The model was

pre-shaded with

black……

…followed by

Panzer grey

The details were

then hand

painted in...

...and a distressed

winter wash was then

applied
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www.modelhobbies.co.uk

THESE ARE JUST A SELECTION OF THE 1000S OF KITS WE HAVE IN STOCK!

TORNADO ECR

#80354   £39.99 £35.99 

A7D CORSAIR II

#80344    £27.99 £25.19

www.modelhobbies.co.uk
order hotline 0845 643 1304

Telephone 0845 643 1304     email sales@modelhobbies.co.uk

ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

WE ALSO ACCEPT

AIRFIX 1/72 CURTISS SB2C HELL DIVER

#02031    £5.99 £5.39 

TRUMPETER 1/32 FAIREY SWORDFISH

#03208    £59.99 £53.99

TRUMPETER 1/48 SUKHOI SU-24M

#02835   £74.99 £67.49

PEGASUS HOBBIES 1/18 BELL X-1

#8802  £29.99 £26.99

AIRFIX 1/72 BELL P-39Q AIRACOBRA

#01039   £4.99 £4.49 

ITALERI 1/72 TORNADO IDS BLACK

#1291   £10.50 £9.45

E AARDVARK

#80350   £45.99 £41.39

HOBBYBOSS 1/48 F6F-3N HELICAT

#80340    £14.99 £13.49

ITALERI 1/72 SAVOIA MARCHETTI S.79 SPARVIERO

#1290   £14.99 £13.49

ITALERI 1/48 BAE HAWK T.1A RED ARROWS

#2677   £26.50 £23.85 

ITALERI 1/35 M985 HEMTT GUN TRUCK 
# 6510

£29.99 £26.99
ITALERI 1/24 FORD AEROMAX 106 # 3891

£49.99 £44.99

POLAR LIGHTS 1/350 STAR TREK NX-01
ENTERPRISE # 902

£89.99 £80.99

MASTER BOX 1/32 RAF PILOTS WWII ERA 
# 3206

£10.00 £8.99

MINIART 1/35 AEC MK.III ARMOURED CAR 
# 35159

£32.99 £29.69

VALOM 1/72 CAPRONI-CAMPINI N.1 
# 72073

£19.99 £17.99

TRUMPETER 1/350 HMS TYPE 23 
FRIGATE - WESTMINSTER  # 04546

£40.00 £35.99

TRUMPETER 1/35 SOVIET ML-20 152MM
HOWITZER (W/M-46 CARRIAGE)

£31.00 £27.89

MENG 1/35 RUSSIAN GAZ-233014 STS
'TIGER' ARMOURED HIGH MOBILITY

£28.00 £25.19

MERIT 1/16 US 155MM M198 TOWED
HOWITZER # 61602
£70.00 £62.99

RIICH MODELS 1/35 BRITISH
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSAL CARRIER
CREW IN WINTER UNIFORM 1943-45

£7.00 £6.29

AIRFIX 1/72 GLOSTER J-8A/GLADIATOR MK.II
NEW TOOLING # A02063

£7.99 £7.19

Mastered-Ads-1213-SMMI_61-Ads-0607-SMC.qxd  08/11/2013  12:19  Page 23



Dragon

I
suppose I am something of a German
World War II armour fanatic, but recently
I have decided to try something
different and so my attention turned
to the father of all Allied tanks, the

Sherman. Dragon recently released a 1:35 kit of
the Sherman III DV #6573, and this was one of
the ‘Lease-Lend’ variety, and known as the
‘DV’, which stands for ‘Direct Vision' – one of
the early forerunners of the periscopic sight.
The kit comes on eleven finely detailed sprues
with a set of DS-Tracks, a metal tow cable and
large sheet of etch, and the fascinating part is that
the fenders are all photo-etch, making for even greater
detail, and I chose to depict my build as a Sherman from
the 1943 Italian Campaign  

I decided to build the tank straight-from-the-box without
adding or changing any parts. I had already heard of various
reports that the kit was far from perfect with problems such
as  missing holes on the bogies, wrongly positioned weld
seams (some are even missing completely), a missing joint
on the three-part gearbox, missing bolts between the
gearbox and the hull, to name but a few. However, I
chose to ignore these issues and set about the build
as per the instructions, only adding four drill holes
on the aforementioned bogies. Everything went
together like a typical Dragon kit, and I only
encountered a problem when fitting the fenders,

Straight from the Box

Sherman
Michael Mandau builds an Italian Campaign DV using the new

1:35 Dragon kitSH
ER
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Sherman III DV

Kit Data
Sherman III DV Early Production
Manufacturer: Dragon 
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 6573

I hope this build
encourages you

to try something
new!
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The kit is all you would expect from Dragon, even if it does have a few issues The turret is very well detailed and has a nice cast finish

Although there are some

problems with the bogies, these

can be easily addressed

Sherman III DV
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but that was easily overcome. I separated the
hull, the tracks, the fenders and the M1
Browning in sub-assemblies and painted
them separately. 

The model was first sprayed with a light
grey primer from the Vallejo range, and this
was followed by the first layer of the light-
beige camouflage colour, and for this I used a
mix of Tamiya dark yellow, sand and white. I

darkened and lightened the base colour to
create a simple modulation, and for the
camouflage pattern, I simply used
Tamiya’s dark German grey. Before I

added the decals I sealed everything
with two coats of Johnson’s
‘Future’. All of the smaller
details were painted in
using Aquacolor

acrylics, and this
was followed by a

further coat of ‘Future’
to seal everything in. 

I began the weathering process with a
simple dark grey wash using some dark grey
enamel paint thinned with a ratio of 1:10. The
next step was to add a filter layer and this
was done in order to smooth the hard colour
differences between the base coat and the

camouflage shades.
So, to achieve this, I
added small dots of

various oil colours all
over the hull

and then

blended them in with thinners. After several
hours of drying time I then began to add
some chipping. This was one of the most
time consuming part of the build. The first
layer was done with an off-white version of
the base colour, applied with a small brush
and a little sponge. Scratches were then
added with another fine brush. A second
layer of dark grey/brown was then applied in
the same way, and then all of the scratches
from the first layer were simply ‘filled’ with
the brownish colour.

To blend everything in again and to
simulate paint faded out by the sun, I applied

a filter using some white oil paints, and
once these were dry I added some

rusty streaks for more interest. Then

Sherman III DV

The fenders

are all photo-

etch, which adds

to the realism
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The DS tracks are

easy to fit

The decals were added

and then sealed under

a coat of Johnson’s

‘Future’

The Sherman with the

base and camouflage

colours added
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it was time for my favourite part – the ‘let’s-get-dirty’ step
with pigments. The pigments came from my local art shop
and were mixed with water and matt varnish and then
applied all over the entire vehicle as I wanted to archive an
overall dusty appearance. The mixture was dried with a hair drier
on its lowest setting and once cured I removed most of it with a
cotton bud. Now the fenders were attached and the tracks were
fixed in place. As a final touch I applied some oil and fuel stains
which broke up the appearance of an otherwise matt finish. 

I hope this build encourages you to try something new!

Sherman III DV

My favourite part of any model build

is to achieve a well worn finish! 
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Filters and washes and

colour modulation

subtly change the

camouflage shades

Chipping and

scratches have now

been added
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Cyber-Hobby

A
fter seeing the superb Panther
II created by Mig Jimenez and
those excellent models that
appear in the AK Interactive
‘1945 German Colors’ book, I just

had to have a go at one myself.
The Cyber-Hobby kit I chose for this build was

mostly straight-from-the box, but it did benefit
from the addition of an Aber barrel and some
Friul metal tracks. The barrel was not specifically
designed for this kit so a little surgery had to be
done to install it correctly!

The kit went together well, but the detail is not as crisp
and refined as Dragon’s recent offerings, and with
hindsight sourcing periscopes would have been of
benefit. The tool mountings and spare track
mountings are moulded on and these
were removed and sanded back.

To enhance the kit, some
liquid cement and putty
was used to create the
‘rolled steel’ effect
seen on this type

Airbrush Armour
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Sponsored by
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1945 German

Colours

Model Master 1713 

Medium Green

Model Master 2038 Light Grey Model Master 1730 Sky Blue Model Master 1954 Flat Earth

MIG Productions
‘Rain and Wet

Effects’ were used
to good effect

The Airbrush 
Armour Series 

Model Master 1710 Dark Green
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The kit did benefit from the addition of some Friul metal tracks

of vehicle, and by thinning the putty with the
liquid cement I was able to ‘stipple’ it on using
an old paintbrush. Once dry it was lightly
sanded to reveal a most pleasing result.

After priming the model with Model Master
#MM2038 Light Grey as a primer, a coat of
Model Master #MM1710 Dark Green was applied
using my Aztek airbrush, and with a ‘hard
edge’ camouflage pattern in mind, it was
necessary to start with the darkest colour first,
and then mask the subsequent shades in order.
This meant that what would usually be the base
colour would be the final colour to be applied.
The reason was purely out of laziness on my
part, as I wanted to mask off whole areas as
easily as possible rather than work around
smaller portions.

Once all the areas that were to remain dark
green were masked off, a Model Master
MM1713 Medium Green was applied, and once
dry this was again suitably masked off. The final
colour, Model master #MM1730 Sky Blue was
then applied. When all of the colours had had

plenty of time to dry, the masks were removed
to reveal a very stark looking specimen indeed! 

The colour choice was purely ad-hoc, as I
knew, or hoped, that the colours would blend
and darken during the next few stages. A gloss
coat was then applied and the decals were
added from my ‘spares-box’ and these
conformed nicely with the use of some ‘Mr
Softener’ and ‘Mr Setter’. 

Next a burnt umber ‘general wash’ was
applied over the entire model, before a more
defined 'pin-wash’ was added using some sepia
oil paint. More filters followed, employing
various ‘oil-dots’ blended in using a flat brush,
moistened slightly with white spirit.

Then some heavy wear and tear began with
some judicious chipping with Vallejo acrylics,
using a light green to mirror the sky shade
used earlier and some German grey. This was
then followed by some AK Interactive
‘Streaking Grime’ which was applied to the
vertical surfaces and again blended with a
moistened brush.
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www.testors.com

Airbrush Armour

Using an airbrush is one of the most effective, yet

for some, one of the most daunting methods of

applying camouflage and weathering to their model. In this series

sponsored by Testors we hope to provide you with

both information and inspiration as to how to

produce simple and complex camouflage schemes

and effects. In this feature Paul Ayrey produces a

typical late war German camouflage scheme using

the 1:35 Cyber-Hobby Panzerkampfwagen Panther

II, and the AK Interactive ‘1945 German Colors’

book as inspiration.

Panzerkampfwagen Panther II
Manufacturer: Cyber-Hobby
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 9103

Kit Data

The Aber barrel was not specifically designed for this kit, so a little surgery had to be

done to install it correctly!

A ‘hard edge’ camouflage pattern was used

The decals were added from my ‘spares-box’ and conformed nicely with the use of

some ‘Mr Softener’ and ‘Mr Setter’

To enhance the kit, some liquid cement and putty was

used to create the ‘rolled steel’ effect
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Some spare shells and

other equipment adds

interest

MIG Productions ‘Rain and Wet Effects’ was used to achieve a pleasing effect

Airbrush Armour
Sponsored by

A Burnt Umber ‘general wash’ was applied over the entire model, before

a more defined 'pin-wash’ was added using some sepia oil paint

Some judicious

chipping was added

using Vallejo colours

The two prominent exhaust stacks were painted using successive Humbrol

enamel brown tones followed by MIG Productions rust and smoke pigments to

finish them off

Selected areas were then pre-dusted with Model Master #MM1954
Flat Earth in preparation for the pigments. Three pigment tones were
selected, placed on to the model and then soaked in white spirit. More
pigments and white spirit were then added until the effect I was
looking for was achieved. When the pigments were dry, some MIG

Productions ‘Rain and Wet Effects’ was used, along with more white
spirit washes, oil and fuel stains and oil paint ‘spot-washes’. 

The Friul Model tracks were base coated in flat black before
receiving the same pigment treatment as noted in the previous

weathering steps and the smaller detailed parts were painted
in and then added before tackling the exhausts. The two

prominent exhaust stacks were painted using successive
Humbrol enamel brown tones followed by MIG

Productions ‘Rust and Smoke’ pigments to finish
them off.

Not a bad kit at all, and a very
enjoyable build and finish!
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Hauler
Grenades in a Box!
HLU35070 - German Hand
Grenades Stielhgr.24 and box 

www.hauler.cz

AFV Club 
Here we have another
variant of the M24
Chaffee tank, this
time from the Korean
War, and one with a
splash of colour! 
35209 – US M24 Tank ‘Chaffee’ - Korean War.

www.afvclub.com

Ace Models 
Quite a mouthful
this one - a Kfz.1
Leichten Gelnde
Einheits-Personen-
Kraftwagen. This
small vehicle was
manufactured
mainly by Stoewer
and also by BMW and Hanomag. The kit
from Ace will represent the four-seat
passenger version.

72509 - Kfz.1 le.gl.Einheits-Personen-
Kraftwagen 

www.acemodel.com.ua

Fredericus-
Rex 
New from this source is a
1:72 Russian house. The kit
consists of resin, laser cut
balsa, and hard cardboard. 

www.fredericus-rex.de

IBG Models 
The next variant of their British
Bedford QLR Series has been released! 
35017 – Bedford QLR Wireless

www.ibg.com.pl

On the Side

XXX • XXX

As always it is our intention to provide
our readership with the most up-to-date
and comprehensive survey of the
industry and its impending releases as
we can supply in print, and to this end
we rely largely on contributions and and
information recieved from outside
sources. In the interests of accuracy,
SMMI invites all manufacturers and
producers of kits, accessories,
conversions, decals and books to keep us
informed of their current and proposed
future releases, and let us have this
information, along with any high
resolution images, and we will be glad to
include them. Bearing in mind the more

the information supplied, the more
column space their products will occupy
in the SMMI News Section. Any press
releases, news updates, product details
and bulletins should be sent direct to the
Editor at
andyevans@sampublications.com for
inclusion in the earliest possible issue of
the magazine.
As ever there are plenty of new

products around to edify and excite, so
without further ado….here is the news!

Gary Hatcher

SMMI
CENTRE

The Airbrush
Company
Our friend’s at the Airbrush Company
have announced two new Neo for Iwata
Pistol Trigger Airbrushes. These new
airbrushes have a dual action, offering
ergonomic operation and available in either
gravity feed or side feed. 

IW-NEO-TRN1 - The Neo for Iwata TRN1
Gravity Feed Pistol

Trigger Airbrush
(0.35mm)

IW-NEO-
TRN2 - The Neo for Iwata TRN2

Gravity Feed Pistol Trigger
Airbrush (0.5mm)

www.airbrushes.com
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Add-On Parts
35-0065 Panzerfaust 30M 'Klein' Set
35-0075 Railway Tracks 29,4cm 
35-0082 Small Gas Bottles Economy Set
35-0081 Large Gas Bottles Economy Set
35-0079 Factory Facade
35-0080 Universal Metal Cases, Type 1
72-0012 Airfield Base, French Engineered 
72-0011 Airfield Base, German Engineered 
72-0010 Industrial Gate with Sidewalk 

www.addonparts.com
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Aoshima
Aoshima have announced a 1:72 JGSDF
Material Carrier Vehicle Tractor, and this kit
will be a boon to diorama enthusiasts!

www.aoshima.com

Trumpeter 
New 1:35 releases from this ever

popular manufacturer
01543 – BTR-60PA

05535 – ASLAV-PC Phase 3
00432 – German Anti-Aircraft Gun
Crew
02061 - R35 Light Tank Workable

Track Set. 

www.trumpeter-china.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Aconcagua
Models 
New from this
source is a 1:35 kit
of a very unusual
and rare
Argentinean DL.43
‘Nahuel’ tank. The
vehicle itself is very interesting as it was
the only indigenous tank design
commissioned and briefly manufactured
by Argentina. Developed during Second
World War due to a reluctance by the US
to supply the Sherman to a possible ally
of Germany. It looks superficially similar to
the Sherman, but there were no shared
components.

www.aconcaguamodels.com.ar

Riich Model 
New from our
Riich will really
please all artillery
fans as this new
ammunition set
contains at least
four of each
item on four duplicated sprues. Not
only do you get some well moulded
plastic, but there is some etched detail
thrown in for good measure
RE30009 - US M1 57mm and 6 PR 7 CWT (BR)
Ammunition Set

www.riichmodel.com

Royal Model
Diorama
Accessories

691 – Little Stone Bridge
693 – Chimneys #2

Marder Cover
702 – Covers for Marder II

www.royalmodel.com/it

On the Side

Komplekt Zip 
Three new sets of wheels for the BT-7 are available
here.

35071 BT-7 Running Gear with 830mm Road Wheels 
35072 BT-7 Running Gear with 830mm Road
Wheels 
35073 BT-7 Road Wheels Without Rubber Bands 

www.sogaminiatures.com

Accurate
Armour 
This new resin
conversion from AA
requires the 1:35
Tamiya Sherman kit
and the trailer from
the Tamiya Churchill
Crocodile to
complete the build. Also look our for their
new Bedford Light Recovery kit.

C093 – Sherman Crocodile
K-186 – Bedford Light Recovery

www.accurate-armour.com

Click2Detail
As we noted in last months Editorial,
3D rendered modelling accessories are
on the way, and here is one of the first
from Click2Detail with some halftrack
parts. These new 3D printed items will
add a new dimension to the cargo bay
on the 1:35 Dragon Sd.kfz.7/1 and
Sd.kfz.7/2 Flak Halftrack kits and as
with most tech, as 3D printers become more and more affordable, it will
open up so many possibilities for the modeller.

www.click2detail.com

Italeri 
Italeri has announced the HEMTT Gun Truck in
1/35 scale. The kit looks to represent a field
modified HEMTT truck that would have been
used for convoy protection or escort duty. It
does look to be an interesting variant of the
HEMTT.

6510 – HEMTT Gun Truck
The Leopard 1 was the main battle tank of
West Germany during the height of the Cold
War, as well was supplied to many NATO Allies.
The kit looks to include marking for four
different tanks, including two West German,
Canadian, and Hellenic.
7070 – Leopard 1A4

www.italeri.com
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Legend
Productions
Canadian Armour Fans – Rejoice as Legend
has announced a Leopard C2 MEXAS
conversion set. The set will contain eighty
resin pieces and fifty-two etched parts, and
is designed for the Revell/Italeri 1A5 kit. 

LF1272 Leopard C2 MEXAS Conversion Set

Also look out for their new 1:35 Tilly and
Paladin Stowage Sets!

LF1270 Tilly Update/Stowage Set
LF1271 M109A6 Paladin Stowage Set

www.legendproductions.co.kr

Bitz Krieg
New 1:35 wheel sets, and note
that the three sets for the
Merkava also contain masks.

BK-051 MBT Merkava Mk 1 and Mk
2 Resin Wheels
BK-053 MBT Merkava Mk 3 and Mk 4
Resin Wheels (Without Foam Rings)
BK-054 MBT Merkava Mk 3 and Mk 4
Resin Wheels (With Foam Rings)
BK-055 Kübelwagen/Schwimmwagen
Common Wheel Rim
BK-056 Schwimmwagen Wide type Wheel
Rim
BK-057 Kübelwagen and Schwimmwagen
Common Spare Wheel - Off-Road Tread
Type 1

www.bitzkrieg.com

Minstral Models
This new 1:72
resin kit from
Minstral has
eight parts and
displays a high
degree of surface detail. 

D7202 - E-50 Entwicklungspanzer

www.minstralmodels.pl.tl

MMK 
Here we have a
1:35 resin kit of
a Russian ZIS
PARM 1 with a
fully detailed
interior,
depicting a field repair unit, and comes
equipped with lathe, pillar drill and tool
locker. Fascinating stuff! 
F30 42 - ZIS PARM 1

www.mmk.cz

Real Model 
Three new sets to
report on from
Real Model, and
the first is an
engine and
transmission for
the M109. Plus an
M190A6 stowage set and a URAL 375
conversion for the Trumpeter kit.

RMA35257 – M109 A2/A6 Engine and
Transmission
RMA35258 – M109A6 Paladin Stowage Set and
Prints
RM35156 – URAL 375 Conversion Set for
Trumpeter

www.realmodel.cz

On the SideDragon 
Make room on your workbench for another
monster! Dragon will be releasing another
1:16 Sherman – this time the Mk.IC Firefly
with its big stick’ 17pdr gun. 

75048 Sherman Mk.IC Firefly Hybrid.

Also look out for their new
Jagdpanther G2 ‘Smart Kit’
and their new ‘covered’
RSO.
6609 Jagdpanther G2
6679 – 7.5cm PaL 40/4 auf RSO
mit Allwetterverdeck

www.dragon-models.com

Meng Model
For their next big releases Meng has
announced a Leopard 1A3/A4, a Frech Char2
and an IDF Achzarit! The Leopard is a welcome
sight, and as this AFV served with a number
of NATO countries, then the opportunities for
future Leopard releases is high! The Achzarit
is another kit that will be high on many IDF
modellers ‘wish list’ and I know at least one
SMMI contributor who will be rubbing his
hand together!

TS-007 – 1:35 Leopard 1A3/A4
And now for
something a
little different –
as we have
another eclectic
French Tank
from Meng in
the shape of a
French Char 2C 

TS-009 French Char 2C Heavy Tank
SS-003 Achzarit APC (Early)

www.meng-model.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk
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Minor 
Here we have a brace of new updates sets
for the BA-64-3Skh. The offerings allow you
the builder to choose the level of detail with
a basic detail set or complete detail set.
These photo-etched details should provide
some much needed details to the BA-64.

VMD35020 – BA-64-3Skh Basic Detail Set
VMD35021 – BA-64-3Skh Complete Detail Set

Also look out for their superlative BA-64
suspension!
VMD35011 – Workable Leaf Springs for BA-64B

www.minor-web.com

Formations 
We have an absolute classic
here with the release of a
conversion for the ‘Kelly’s

Heroes’ movie ‘Oddballs
Sherman’, plus a few others to

keep the Shermaholics happy!

F100 ‘Oddball’ Sherman Conversion 
F099 Late Armored M4A3 Exhaust

Defector 
F097 Late High Bustle 75mm Sherman
Turret 
F077 Update Set for Tamiya M4A3 75 (W)

www.formationsmodels.com

Mr Modellbau 
New from this
source
MR-35411 Rear Bumper
for M998A2 Humvee
Variants (Tamiya and
Academy kits)
MR-35412 Modern Plastic
Cases and Containers #1
MR-35413 Modern Plastic Cases and
Containers #2
MR-35419 M48A3 Patton Suspension
Upgrade Set

www.mrmodellbau.com

Mirror Models 
Mirror has a
new 1:35 CMP
C60L GS Truck
with options for
an open cargo
bed with canvas
structure, and
also canvas
covered bed, as
well as an
optional winch assembly. 

35161 – CMP Chevy C60L GS Truck

www.mirror-models.com

Hobby Boss 
New from HobbyBoss
83813 – German Le.Pz.Sp.Wg.(Sd.Kfz.221)
Leichter Panzerspähwagen Early
83822 – Swedish CV9030 IFV

www.hobbyboss.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Masterbox 
A couple of new sets from Masterbox including an etch-
heavy bicycle!
35165 – German Military Bicycle, WWII Era
35152 – Soviet Marines and German Infantry, Hand-to-Hand
Combat, 1942-1942

www.mbltd.info
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Bronco
AB3565 – T80E1 Workable Track Link Set
Steel for the M26 and M46
AB3566 - T84E1 Workable Track Link Set
rubber for M46 and M47
CB35125 – CV3/33 Tankette Series II (Early
Production)
CB35164 – Italian Light Staff Car (Open Top)
with Crew - Libya

CB35168 – OQF 6pdr Anti-Tank Mk IV on
Carriage Mk.III (Airborne) with Crew
CB35169 – British Airborne Troops Riding
in ¼-Ton Truck and Trailer

www.bronco-model.com
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Inside the
Armour 
ITA has a new ‘Ultimate Edition’ Churchill
conversion available and this time for an ARV
II. The is a complete kit, including the AFV
Club Churchill base kit, workable tracks,
interior detail, engine, transmission,
positionable recovery equipment, etched
details, brass cable, and decals. 

35051X Churchill ARVII 'Ultimate Edition'
35085 Churchill Exhausts Upgrade

www.insidethearmour.com

Diopark
Something a little bit unusual
and marginally controversial
from Diopark as we have
1970’s German Saloon Car

with IED Accessories! The
very familiar shape of a

Mercedes Benz – with added
windscreen bullet holes has been
complimented by a mobile phone,

RPG rocket, TM-62 M Mine, 122mm
HE shell, water container and gas
cylinder! Should make for an
interesting diorama setting!

DP35013 - 70’s German made Civilian car
with IED accessories

www.luckymodel.com

Munroe Perdu 
Monroe Perdu has
some great new
Hungarian Shop
signs for dioramas
with twelve different
business or products
signs and some
generic street
names and
numbers.

MPD066 Hungarian
Shop Signs Set #1

www.monroeperdu.com

Leadwarrior 
A trio of 1:35
resin German
airfield and
support kits
are now
available  

LW35217 -
Zündapp WWII
7.kVA
Generator with A1 Trailer Chassis.
LW35209 - Zündapp WWII 7.kVA Generator.
LW35216 - Luftwaffe 300 L Drinking Water
Tank Trailer.

www.leadwarrior.com

Zvezda 
Look out for their
new 1:72’Topol’
Mobile Ballistic
Missile Launcher. 

www.zvezda.ru

On the Side SKP Model 
A couple of new products to report on
from SKP. First we have a set of five
10.5x20 British wheels, which would look
good on almost any British
wheeled softskin truck.

SKP189 – British Wheels
10.5*20

And secondly we have
Morris Commercial C8
FWD Field Artillery Tractor
Mk.III, which comes
complete with detailed
interior and some
welcome US markings! 

Item number: SKP205

www.skpmodel.eu

Mec Models 
New decals for a Vietnam M48 
M48 Patton No.01
M48 Patton No.02

And a new Vietnam Wall
BU-TW01 Temple Wall #01

www.mecmodels.com
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Hussar
Productions 
Hussar has a very nice
comprehensive turret update set for

the 1:35 Tamiya BT-7 kit. You get
both resin and etch parts, and
aluminium gun barrel, three brass
machine guns and a selection of
45mm ammunition. 

HSR 35024 BT-7 Turret Update
Also we have a set of wheels for
the 1:35 Tamiya early version of
Russia's T-34/76 Tank, with these
resin half spider wheels.

HSR 35028 - T-34/76 Wheels
www.hussarproductions.com
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Commander Models, Inc.
Manufacturer of over 200 resin kits and accessories

Visit our website at

commandermodels.com
We take Visa, Mastercard, 

American Express and Paypal.

Commander Models
237 Gum Hollow Road

Oakridge, TN 37830 USA
ETCH HEDGEROW CUTTERS  5 TYPES

Email: friulmodel.kft@gmail.com
Web: www.friulmodel.hu
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FIGURE NEWS
Presented by Andy Renshaw
As always, Euromilitare brought a
flurry of new releases, with many
very interesting pieces!  First up
Bravo-6 came in with a ‘Fall

Offensive’, releasing five new
sets, and Corsair Rex stormed
the battlefield with several sets

of Red Army figures as well as
some interesting pre-war
German children. AC
Models continues to
provide some very

animated sculpts with
several releases. Modern fans

are not left out either, with ANT
Miniatures giving some more
Russian Special Forces figures.

There are more fantastic busts
this month from Romeo and
Stormtroopers.  Enjoy all there is
and stock up for the long winter
months ahead!  Don’t forget to
mention SMMI when ordering!
A full list of new releases follows
and all are 1:35 unless noted

Aurea Domus
Miniatures
German Afrika Corps Soldier – 1:35

www.aureadomusminiatures.com

Dragon
6883 – Operation Marita, Greece 1941

www.dragon-models.com

On the Side Miniaturas
Fortes
MF-8 - NCO Waffen SS, Russian
Front, 75mm

www.miniaturasfortes.com

Hobby Fan
HF722 – British Tank Crew ‘Meals for Victory’
HF721 – Sd.Kfz.263 Afrika Korps Crew

www.hobbyeasy.com

Black Dog
1:72
T72051 US Modern Tank Crew 
T72052 Israeli Tank Crew 
T72053 German Modern Tank Crew 

1:35
F35085 - British Marines Falklands 1982 #3.00
F35086 - Argentine Soldier Falklands 1982 
F35087 - British Marines Plus Argentine Soldier 
F35088 - British Marines plus Argentine Soldier Big Set 

www.blackdog.cz

ANT Miniatures
35-89 - Officer of FSB
Spetsnatz with GM-94,
Russia 2012
35-90 - German SEK
Operator
35-91-92 - Officer of
FSB Spetsnatz and
Terrorist

www.ant-
miniatures.ru
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Figure News

AC Models
ACM75005 – Gallipoli Pair ‘Cobbers’,
75mm
ACM75004 – Australian 3RAR
Kapyong, Korea, 75mm
Michael Wittman, 1:12 Bust

www.acmodels.co.nz
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D-Day Miniature
Studio

35007 - SS Officer smoking pipe,
Hungary 1945
35008 - Hungarian Officer Szent Laszlo
Division, Hungary 1945

www.ddayminiaturestudio.com

Masterbox 
35152 – Soviet Marines
and German Infantry
1941-42 Eastern Front
Battle Series #2 –Hand
to Hand Combat –
Five Figure Set
35153 – Soviet
Marines Attach 1941-
42 Eastern Front
Battle Series Kit 3, Five
Figure Set

www.mbltd.info
www.creativemodels.co.uk

SK Miniatures
British Light Dragoon
British Heavy Dragoon

www.skminiatures.co.uk

Beneito Miniatures
MV-110 Official Tercio de Extranjeros 1921
MV-111173rd Airborne Brigade, Vietnam 1971
MV-112 Private, Royal North British Fusiliers, 1746
MV-113 Officer, Royal North British Fusiliers, 1746

www.beneito.com

Mitches Military
Models
Private, Rifle Brigade, Crimea, 120mm Figure
USAAF POW, 200mm Bust

www.mitchesmilitarymodels.co.uk

Stormtroopers
ST120/26  Colour Sergeant, Light Company, 2nd
Battalion, Coldstream Guards, 1815, 120mm
PPST13  Sergeant , 44th Foot, ‘Gandamack’,
1842, 1:9 Bust
V12/06  Company Officer, 72nd Highlanders,
‘Kotah’, 1858, 1:12 Bust

www.stormtrooperminiatures.co.uk

Bravo 6 
B6-35046 Top Secret! NVA Counter-SOG Team
B6-35052 US Army ‘Thumper Power’
B6-35053U.S. Army K9 Scout Team
B6-35060U.S. GIs ‘Take Five’ 'Nam
B6-35061U.S. GIs ‘Jerrycans’ 'Nam
B6-35062U.S. Officers Briefing 'Nam
B6-35106Frozen German Tankers ‘Halb-und-Halb’

www.bravo6.diorama.ru
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On the Side

Corsair Rex
1:35
CR-35074 – Soviet Soldiers – Red Army Set
CR-35075 – Soviet Officer – Red Army
CR-35076 – Soviet Officer – Red Army
CR-35077 – Tank Crewman – Red Army
CR-35078 – Soviet Tank Crew – Red Army
CR-35079 – Tank Crewman – Red Army
CR-35080 – Tank Crewman – Red Army
CR-35081 – Tank Crewman – Red Army
CR-35082 – Soviet Officer – Red Army
CR-35083 – Soviet Soldiers- Red Army
(Seven Figure Set)

1:48 
CR-48002 – Soviet Soldier – Red Army
CR-48003 – Soviet Soldier – Red Army
CR-48004 – Soviet Soldier – Red Army
CR-48005 – Soviet Soldier – Red Army
CR-48006 – Soviet Soldier – Red Army

54mm 
CR-54002 – Holland
Jeugdstorm – Boys ad Girl NJS
1934-1945 
CR-54003 – Holland Boy –
Nationale Jeugdstorm
CR-54004 – Holland Boy –
Nationale Jeugdstorm
CR-54005 – Holland Girl –
Nationale Jeugdstorm

www.corsarrex.com
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Warship News
Presented by Rob Andrews
Ahoy There!
The coming of the winter is for many
modellers a time to embrace the

darker evenings and fill their time
sticking styrene, and for warship
aficionado’s there is plenty on

offer this month in the shape of
full kits, especially from Tom’s
Modelworks, who are
releasing their first 1:700
kits, and more power to

their elbows we say! It’s also
heartening to see that

HobbyBoss and Trumpeter have
new offering for us to enjoy. 

And just a reminder to all
manufacturers and accessory
providers, that any press releases,
news updates, product details and
bulletins should be sent direct to the
Editor at
andyevans@sampublications.com
which will guarantee inclusion in
these pages at the very earliest
opportunity.

Kagero
Top-Drawings 17
King George V
By Witold Koszela

At the
beginning of
the 1930s
Britain was
obliged not to
build new
Battleships due
to signed naval
treaties.
Standard
displacement
for any new Battleship was limited to
35,000 tons with the calibre of main
armament not exceeding 406mm.
Britain was trying to impose the next
treaty decreasing guns even further to
356mm. Five King George V Class
Battleships eventually were armed with
such The King George V Class entered
service in 1940 and out of the five built
HMS Prince of Wales was sunk while the
other four survived the war and were
scrapped in the 1950s. This book begins
with the set of perfectly made detailed
line drawings and scale plans of all King
George V Class vessels and continues
with colour profiles, colour schemes
and details aplenty. 

www.shop.kagero.pl

On the Side

HobbyBoss
Russian Navy Akula Class Attack Submarine
Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:350
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 83525

Project 971 'Shchuka' or Pike, NATO reporting
name ‘Akula’ is a nuclear-powered attack
submarine first deployed by the Soviet Navy
in 1986. There are three sub-classes or flights
of Shchuka, consisting of the original seven
‘Akula I’ submarines which were built
between 1982 and 1986, five ‘Improved Akula’
submarines built between 1986 and 1991, and
four ‘Akula II’ submarines were built in 1991. 

USS Bonhomme Richard LHD-6
Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:700
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded with etch
Kit Number: 83407

A new ‘Bonnie Dick’! The
USS Bonhomme Richard is a
Wasp Class Amphibious Assault Ship and part
of the LHD (Landing Helicopter Dock) family,
which are essentially a hybrid of an aircraft
carrier and an LPD (Landing Platform Dock),
and offer incredible flexibility and support to
USMC operations. 

www.hobbyboss.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk
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Warship News

Niko Model
Polish company Niko has released a new
1:350 Gabbiano Class Corvette Cicogna.
The kit is a full-hull resin offering with a
waterline option and comes with etched
railings and other small details and
represents the ship in her 1943 fit.

Gabbiano Class Corvette Cicogna
Manufacturer: Niko Model
Scale: 1:350
Kit Type: Cast resin with etch
Kit Number: 3502

www.nikomodel.pl
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Trumpeter
For those keen on the smaller scale Royal
Navy warships then these new kits from
Trumpeter are bound to impress. 

HMS Warspite 1942
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:700
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 05795

This kit is of the Royal Navy’s Queen Elizabeth
Class Battleship in her 1942 fit. A veteran of
both World Wars and recipient of the most
battle honors ever awarded to a single British
warship, this will add distinction to any
collection.

HMCS Huron Destroyer 1944
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:350
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 05333

This is a new kit of a Royal Canadian Navy
Tribal Class destroyer (G24), laid down by
Vickers-Armstrong on 15 July 1941, and
shows her in her 1944 fit.

HMS Type 45 Destroyer
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:350
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 04550

The British Type 45 Destroyer, also known as
the ‘D’ or ‘Daring’ Class will replace the Type
42 Destroyers. The first ship in the class, HMS
Daring, was launched on 1 February 2006 and
commissioned on 23 July 2009. 

www.trumpeter-china.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Tom’s
Modelworks
Better known for their detail sets, Tom’s
Modelworks are about to release their first
1:700 kits. 

USS Yorktown CV-5
Manufacturer: Toms Modelworks
Scale: 1:700
Kit Number: 700-01

USS Enterprise CV-6
Manufacturer: Toms Modelworks
Scale: 1:700
Kit Number: 700-02

Both of these new kits represent famous
aircraft carriers in their 1942 configuration.
The Yorktown is modelled as she was at the

Battle of Midway and the will be shown in her
fits at the Battle of Midway, Eastern
Solomon’s and Santa Cruz Islands. Also
included in both kits is an all-new etched
detail set, decals and nine aircraft.

www.tomsmodelworks.com
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By Malcolm V Lowe
The North American P-51 Mustang
is one of the most well-known
fighters of World War II. Possessing
excellent range and
maneuverability, the P-51 operated
primarily as a long-range escort
fighter and later as a ground attack
fighter-bomber and went on to
serve in nearly every combat zone
during WWII, and later fought in
the Korean War. The Mustang was
originally designed to use the
Allison V-170 engine, which had
limited high-altitude performance
and was first flown operationally as
the Mustang Mk I by the RAF in the
role of a tactical-reconnaissance
aircraft and fighter-bomber. The
later addition of the Rolls-Royce
Merlin to the P-51B/C model transformed the Mustang's
performance at altitudes above 15,000 ft, giving it an ability
that matched or bettered the majority of the Luftwaffe’s fighters
at altitude. The definitive version, the
P-51D was powered by the
Packard V-1650-7 a license-
built version of the Merlin 60

Series, with a two-stage, two-speed
supercharged engine and was
armed with six .50 calibre M2
Browning machine guns.
In the first of two volumes on the P-
51, acknowledged author Malcolm
V Lowe looks at the genesis of the
P-51 and the Allison engined
versions, detailing the NA.73X
Prototype, the A-36 Apache/A-36
Invader, and the early P-51’s in US
and RAF Service. This is all backed
up with Colour Artwork by Andy
Evans, fold-out Scale Plans,
Understanding the Subject,
Technical Diagrams and
Specifications, Airframe Walk
Arounds, Modelling the Mustang in
Popular Scales and a comprehensive
Kitography, listing all available kits,

decals and accessories.

21
M D F

P-51 MUSTANG

ORDER HOTLINE: 44 (0)1234 211245
PRE-ORDER ONLINE: www.sampublications.com

P-51 MUSTANG
THE NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION

Part 1 Allison Powered
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE

OUT

NOW
!
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Background

T
he AEC Armoured Car was part a
series of heavy armoured vehicles
built by the Associated Equipment
Company during the Second
World War. The first example was

demonstrated in early 1941, and an order
was placed in the June of that year.

The first version carried a Valentine Mk.II
turret with a two pounder gun and later
variant designs carried a heavier armament.
The Mk I was first used in combat in the
North Africa Campaign late in 1942, where a
few vehicles were reportedly fitted with a
Crusader turret mounting a 6 pounder gun.

The Mk.II version had the heavier
turret with a six pounder gun, a
redesigned front hull, a 158 hp diesel
engine and weighed twelve tons. As
well as the six pounder gun it was
fitted with a turret mounted BESA
machine gun and an externally fitted
Bren. A further defensive mechanism
was a roof recessed smoke discharger
as well as a No.19 radio set.

Mk.II and Mk.III armoured cars were used in
continental Europe, and production of all of
the AEC marks ceased after 629 had been
built. The Mk.II and Mk.III took part in the
fighting in Europe and Middle East with British

and British Indian Army units in 1944 a batch
of AEC Armoured Cars was sent to Yugoslavia
for use by the partisans and went on to be
used for a further ten years. After World War
II, some AEC armoured cars were used by
other nations right up to the 1970’s.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

AEC Armoured Car
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MiniArt

T
his is the new MiniArt kit of the
AEC Mk.II Armoured Car, and very
nice it is too! This build begins
with the internal cabin which also
forms the base of the turret, and

within this you have the four ammunition
bins, from which you have to cut approx
2mm off each shell case so just the ends
show. For this I suggest make a ‘rig’, as
cutting unevenly will cause fit issues. I do
feel that the bins could have been
moulded in whole pieces to give you the
choice of whether you want the bins
loaded or not. The next items are the fuel
tanks and other equipment which covers
the sides of the vehicle, and MiniArt has
very cleverly positioned the injector pin
holes from the moulding process behind
where equipment is located, so no filling
of holes needed! 

Some nice leather belts straps are replicated
in etch and these are fitted onto the engine
firewall as well as the air filters. The side door,
which can be left on or off, has two locking
levers and these are numbered as parts AC1,
but are in fact AB1, but this
is not a real problem as it
soon becomes clear. The
driver’s seat and its
mechanism is where you
come across a small issue,

as the very fine moulding is difficult to remove
from the sprue without breaking, and part
AC13, which is the spring for the seat, easily
came apart at the joint. The plastic is very
reminiscent of the type used by Airfix back in
the 1970-80’s so plenty of care is needed here.

Once the driver’s seat is in you then have
the steering wheel, steering column and gear
controls which have levers and rods that again
are very fine, and before long you have the
internal compartment built and you are ready
start on the chassis and suspension. I
again urge caution here as you need
to check the fit if the parts first,
and one item to look for is the
support beam for the engine as
it angles across the structure.
At first I thought it strange,
but it does become clearer
later. The positioning of the
gearbox is an item you

AEC Mk.II Armoured Car
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic Injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 35155

Scale Military Manual – AEC Mk.II Build

The AEC Mk.II Armoured Car
Adrian Eade builds the MiniArt Mk.II
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Scale Military Manual – AEC Mk.II Build

should ‘loose-fit’ for now as I found it awkward to line up the drive
shafts when it was fixed into place. 

For some reason the final drive to the axles was short, so I
had to remove the pieces later and start again, but even

then it still was short! Maybe if they opted for split drive
shafts like Mirror Models do with their Otter the fit would

have been better. Anyway, gripe over as the engine is a
cracker, and is beautifully replicated, all it needs are
some fuel lines and small wiring loom but as mine
won’t be on show it will only get a lick of paint!
The axles are fitted as mentioned before the shafts

are a slight issue but are soon overcome, the brake pads
are replicated in etch, which you need to form on the

inside shape of the front road wheel. This is a nice touch and
would be difficult to do in plastic. Be careful, however, with
the four brass pieces PE3 and PE4 which you need to

‘precisely fold and fit’ to each of the axles, it took me a
while to get these anywhere near what they should look
like and they are still not perfect.

The last parts of the engine bay are the hoses, and
then the radiator floats over the fan, and this is a
lovely piece of moulding and the detail is superb, but
sadly it gets hidden away within the radiator housing.
Also of note - hose F28 is in fact part F29!

The wheels are next, and be careful and note the
tread pattern for each wheel. These again are highly

detailed and finely moulded, but I kept mine separate to be
painted and detailed later. The following sections are where

you get to choose how you want the model to look, with
hatches open or closed, and I opted for open - except for the

engine bay. The periscopes are a tad fiddly but turn out quite well,
and Maskol was applied to the parts I wanted to keep clear. With the

driver's hatch in the open position you need to check which parts to
use, and some of these are very fine so take care when removing them. 

I left off the collapsible windscreen for later painting although I fitted the
locating lugs to the upper hull. When fitting the main component structural

parts, I fixed one side at a time and used tape to keep them in position as the hull
was slightly warped. I left off the roof until I had finished painting the interior and

weathered it. The internal colour called for a silver finish so I used Tamiya Aluminium,

This build begins with the internal cabin which also forms the base of the turret

A very detailed chassis and drive train is provided

The engine is very nice and it’s a pity it will be hidden!

A lot of care is needed

with the etched brakes!
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MiniArt provide some very nice etched brass touches

Scale Military Manual – AEC Mk.II Build

The completed chassis with additional etch

The engine was just painted black as it would not be seen

The interior was painted silver and then weathered, with shells receiving a brass colour

Looking into the driver's compartment

Adding etch to the radio

Component parts going through the painting process I left the driver's hatch open
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darkened with washes and Vallejo British Army
Uniform green/brown for the seats and hatch
covers, which were then highlighted with a
canvas colour. The shell cases received a brass
shade and again dark washes were added to
give some impression of depth. Once happy
with the internals I fixed the hull roof down
and taped in place until dry. The final pieces of
the hull were the side boxes and mudguards,
and instead of using the plastic wing mirror
stalks, I swapped these for some 0.3mm
copper wire.

The next section deals with the turret and
you start with the turret bin itself, which builds
together nicely, followed by the turret walls
which are covered internally with smoke
grenade holders, satchels and pistol holsters.
You get a choice of the side doors - open or
closed, and each has etched arms to suit.
Outside the turret I swapped the lifting eyes
for some 0.3mm copper wire as the plastic
ones broke into too many pieces! The turret
ring again has loads of components added,
like ammunition bins for the BESA
and Bren guns, and the electric
drive motor for the turret. Next

come the gun housing and mantlet, which go
together without much fuss. Mounted on the
rear of the turret is the radio set, which comes
in three parts and gets covered in an etch
cage to protect it. You could add wires for
extra detail if need, dependent on how in-
depth you want your build to be. More optics
are fitted on the roof as well as an aerial which
is made from etch which needs carefully
folding and gluing as you go. 

The external parts were then all primed,
making sure all hatches and holes were
covered. I chose Tamiya XF-57 buff as the
primary colour as I had opted for the single-
colour scheme and markings of the ‘Royal
Armoured Corps, un-brigaded unit, Middle
East, 1943-1944’. After letting dry I used a filter
to add some darker tones until it seemed
about right to me, then sealed the paintwork
in with gloss varnish. The decals were some of
the quickest release types I have ever

come across, and as soon as they touched the
tepid water they released from their carriers!
The rear Allied stripes seemed too pink for my
liking, so instead I marked and taped off the
rear and hand painted them. All the decals
were then sealed with a matt coat, and once
dry various pin-washes were added and the
details painted-in. For the fire extinguishers, I

opted for red as I’ve seen numerous colours
on the internet with a brass/bronze nozzle.
The final touches were the fitting of the
wheels followed by a dusting of sand,
then the Bren gun, windscreen,
floodlight lens, and some odd rust
streaks and pigments.

This build really pushed my ability at
times, but it has been a pleasure and the
final result is an impressive vehicle. Well
done MiniArt - a few little issues - but
otherwise a fantastic kit.

www.miniart.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

Scale Military Manual – AEC Mk.II Build

Looking down on the driver's hatch after some

judicious weathering and chipping

For the fire extinguishers, I

opted for red as I’ve seen

numerous colours noted in

photographic references

Tamiya XF-57 buff was the primary colour used here The decals were excellent, and some of the best I have used

I hand painted the rear stripes as the decal did not

look the right shade
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Scale Military Manual - Scale Plans

AEC Armoured Car Scale Plans

Mk1 Rear View

Mk1 Top View

Mk1 Front View

Scale: 1:35
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Specifications
Type: Armoured Car
Country of Origin: United Kingdom
Weight: Mk.I 11 tons, Mk.II and III 12.7 tons
Length: 17ft 
Width: 9ft 
Height: 8ft 4in
Crew: Mk.I 3, Mk.II and III 4
Armour: 16-65mm
Engine: Mk.I AEC 195 Diesel, Mk.II and III AEC 197
Diesel
Suspension: Individual Wheel
Speed: 36-40mph

Mk1 Side View

Mk3 Side View

Scale: 1:35

Scale: 1:76

Mk1 Rear View Mk1 Front ViewMk1 Top View

Mk1 Side View Mk3 Side View
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Scale Military Manual – 1970’s Scale Models Nostalgia

1970’s Scale Models Nostalgia!
1:76 AEC Mk.III Armoured Car Build

T
hey say nostaligia is a thing of the past, but we could not
resist reproducing this article from the September 1970
issue of Scale Models, which for those old enough to
remember, cost the princely sum of ‘Three Shillings’ or
‘15p’ in today market! 

We hope you enjoy this little slice of the past.
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Scale Military Manual – AEC Armoured Car Colour Artwork

Colour Artwork
Thanks to MiniArt for allowing us to
reporduce this colour artwork information

www.miniart.com
AEC Mk.I Armoured Car
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AEC Mk.III Armoured Car

AEC Armoured Car Colour Artwork

AEC Mk.II Armoured Car
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Scale Military Manual - Walk-Around

AEC Mk.II Armoured Car Walk-Around
Adrian Eade guides us around one of the AEC vehicles

preseved at Bovington Tank Museum
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B
y the time you read this column,
Scale ModelWorld 2013 will have
been and gone, but these
columns are always submitted
about a month before they

appear. At the time of writing, we are less
than two weeks before the show kicks off
and now the tension starts to rise as we
worry ourselves sick over things that have
always worked well in the past and
undoubtedly will this year as well! For me,
the IPMS 50th Anniversary is a thing to
celebrate. It marks a milestone in an
organisation created to promote the hobby
of plastic modelling as widely as possible.
Would the hobby have developed the way it
has without us? Of course it would - IPMS is
just one of several groups of modellers who
have followed similar thought patterns and
set up their own organisations. 

Our hobby is probably healthier now than it
has ever been and it would have been
inconceivable to those modellers back in 1963
that 'their' hobby would have reached the
peaks it has by 2013. Just thinking about my
shopping list for Scale ModelWorld makes that
point clearly. There have been so many new
1:35 scale kits released this year (and indeed
the last few years) that I'm totally spoilt for
choice. Because of that, I will think carefully
about what I 'really' want, as opposed to the
guilty pleasure of an impulse buy - guilty
because I know deep down that whatever I
might have done to persuade myself that I did
actually want the kit, the reality is that it will
join a select band of other such purchases in
the loft, never to be touched again. I try to
avoid this simply because I see no point in
tying up my limited modelling budget in boxes
of plastic that my slow build-rate will never
allow me to keep on top of.

I rarely buy a lot at Scale ModelWorld
anyway as I don't get much time to wander
round the halls - I'm moving round the halls all
the time, but generally on some task related
to the show rather than of my own volition. If
nothing else, it helps control my urge to
spend, spend, spend! Tamiya's new Gama Goat
kit is top of the agenda but after that, my list
is actually a 'retro' affair. I'm looking for kits
that have been around for several years, but
that I now have a project in mind for. Emhar's
1:35 scale Whippet is one such beastie. They
aren't the easiest or the best kits in the world,

but the basic shapes are good and
there's enough of a challenge to
make me want to re-visit the project
once more.

I won't be buying resin kits or
conversions, nor photo-etch sets - they're
not my scene. I do need to re-stock on my
collection of Evergreen strip and rod and I'll be
checking out some of the new resin figures
that are bound to be on show, both in 1:35
and 1:48.  Books are another matter.
Reference material is always critical to me, so
they are something I spend too much on... But
enough about Scale ModelWorld - it'll be
history when you are reading this so I'm
flogging a dead horse. 2014 looms ever closer
and with it yet more new releases and more
shows to attend. Each year I promise myself
that I'll visit a show I've never been to before. I
love all the shows I attend regularly, but it's
great to explore a new event. It would be
virtually impossible to visit every show that's
run each year. Not only would the cost of
travel be prohibitive, but the good lady would
have words to say if I spent every weekend
traipsing up and down the country. Besides,
when would I get any modelling done?

Instead I focus on a core of around six
shows spread through the year. They vary in
size and in distance from where I live.
Huddersfield in early February is usually my
first event of the year and apart from Scale
ModelWorld in November, Newark in October is
usually my last. In this day and age, you could
feed your hobby almost entirely through the
Internet, with online buying, chat rooms and
increasingly the social media outlets. For me
however, it is essential that I meet with people,
interact with them face to face, in real time.
That's why model shows are so important to
me. They are not just an opportunity to spend
money, they are a means to recharge my
creative batteries. Talking to people, seeing
what they have built, asking how they resolved

a problem with a kit or even just
bouncing random ideas off each
other all helps to maintain my
passion for this hobby of ours.

Our hobby may be about
building models, but it is also
about building and maintaining a
network of like-minded people
who can support it, promote it
and provide an inspiration for
future modellers to keep it alive
for the next fifty years!

www.ipmsuk.co.uk

Membership
Details
Membership of IPMS (UK) offers you six high
quality magazines per year; access to our
decal bank, instruction library and technical
advisory service; discounts at a number of
well-known retailers, including online traders
and free entry to Scale ModelWorld.
Membership is open to anyone, regardless
of skill level and with no requirement to
belong to a Branch.

Membership Secretary:
For further information about IPMS (UK)
please write to Colin Marrow, enclosing
three first class stamps. You will receive an
information pack including a
complimentary copy of our in house
magazine within ten days.

Colin Marrow
2 Kenilworth Road, Cubbington, Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire, CV32 7TR

membership@ipms-uk.co.uk

Membership Subscription Rates 
UK Membership is now £23 per year
European is £30
Rest of the World is £35
Adult members may add family members
living at the same address at a cost of £5
each for the first two, free thereafter. 
We also offer a UK Junior membership for
people under eighteen which costs £10.
You can also now join online at
www.ipmsuk.co.uk/join.php

Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope or International Reply Coupon in all
postal correspondence if you require a reply.

IPMS (UK) Website
The Society has an online presence at
www.ipms-uk.co.uk which provides
information on all our Branches, Special
Interest Groups, Events and Executive
Committee as well as details of how to
join us. We also maintain a web forum
accessible from the website. The forum is
open to IPMS Members and non-members.
Anyone can view the forums, but you
must register online before you can take
part in them.

www.ipmsuk.co.uk
www.smwshow.com

Presented by John Tapsell

Fifty Years and Getting Stronger

IPMS UK Report www.ipms-uk.co.uk

The IPMS (UK) Column
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Tatra OA vz.30 
Czechoslovak Armoured Car
Manufacturer: Planet Models
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: MV104

Price: TBC

Colin Pickett
The Tatra OA vz.30 is the result of
an armoured car body being
mounted on the Chassis of the

Tatra 6x4 T-72 truck. The resulting
vehicle saw action from 1934 until
1944, spending the latter part of this
period in service with the axis forces.
A total of fifty one OA vz.30s were
built, each armed with a turret
mounted and body/slit mounted pair
of ZB bz 26 Machine Guns. Due to the
truck chassis they gave a good cross
country performance; however, this
was outweighed by the poor armour
protection and even weaker engine.
The Planet kit of the type is made up
of twenty medium grey resin parts
which are finely cast and look like they
will make for a speedy and accurate
build. Decals are included for six
vehicles, although in truth this really
means six different number plates.
This kit covers the Czechoslovak use
of the OA vz.30, however there is no
reason why a quick trawl through the
spares box wouldn't result in a set of
decals for an Axis vehicle instead. A
respectable looking kit of an
interesting vehicle.
Thanks to Planet Models for the
review sample.

www.luft46.com/Planet

Leopard
1/Geopard/AS9
0 Tracks
Manufacturer: Friul
Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: White metal
Kit Number: ATL-141
Price: TBC

Another excellent
set of white metal
tracks for
contemporary German and NATO
vehicles, which will add another
dimsion to any model.
Thanks to Friul for the review sample

www.friulmodel.hu

On the Side

Planet Models • Friul • Stalingrad • Alpine Miniatures

Manufacturer: Stalingrad
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: S-3544  
Price: TBC

Andy Renshaw

Stalingrad has released a unique
figure pair - refugee children. Among all of the
great military figures, the civilian side of war
tends to be forgotten among figure modellers
but this little set will help fill a important gap!
The two children are finely cast integral with
their belongings and the sculpting is
absolutely superb! At first glance they look
very small, but being children, they
should be! At roughly one-half the size of
a standard 1:35 figure, these children will
do a great job representing a youth

between 5-9 years old. A great compliment for
this set is Stalingrad’s S-3545 ‘Russian Refugee
Woman’ available separately.  

Thanks to Stalingrad for the review
fantastic sample!

www.stalingrad.diorama.ru

Manufacturer: Stalingrad
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: S-33041 
Price: TBC

S-3042
Russian
Infantryman, Berlin 1945
Manufacturer: Stalingrad
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: S-3042  
Price: TBC

Andy Renshaw

I have fallen in love with these
sets from Stalingrad! This latest
series covers the Battle for Berlin
in 1945, and with that has released a
full range of figures in various poses.
These two are the first within the series and
represent Russian Infantry in the midst of
battle. S-3041 has a standing figure in a

Telogreika jacket and firing his PPSh-41 sub-
machine gun. The other S-3042 is another
standing figure in a Shinel (Greatcoat) in the
standard SSh-40 steel helmet with his
Degtyaryov DP-28 light machine gun at the
ready!  Both figures are superbly sculpted
with fantastic facial features and great
attention to detail throughout.  Casting is
flawless, and the breakdown of parts is very

logical with minimal assembly.  These
both are available separate, or

within the larger ‘Russian
Infantrymen, Berlin 1945’ S-3040
‘super set’ of ten figures! 

Thanks to Stalingrad for the
superb review samples

www.stalingrad.diorama.ru
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Previews

Russian Refugee Children, 1941-45

Alpine Figures
Here we have two sparkling figure sets from
Alpine, ond fro the Vietnam War and the other
featuring Kurt Meyer. Both sets
have alternate heads and as
we have come to expect from
Alpine, crisp detailing and fine
moulding!

US Tanker Vietnam War Set
Manufacturer: Alpine Miniatures
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cats resin
Kit Number: 35162
Price: TBC

Kurt Meyer and Officer Set
Manufacturer: Alpine Miniatures
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cats resin
Kit Number: 35165
Price: TBC

www.alpineminiatures.com

Russian Infantryman, Berlin 1945
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British 15
CWT Truack
Accessory Set
Manufacturer: Black Dog
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: T35096
Price: TBC

An ideal partner for
the IBG or Mirror
Models kits, this Black Dog set gives
you one soild resin piece with all the
rear stowage you will need to
populate the rear of your 15 CWT
truck!
Thanks to Black Dog for the review
sample.

www.blackdog.cz

Masterbox WWI
Male and Female!
A couple of very welcome new kits
from Masterbox are these 1:72 World
War I Male and Female tanks. Both are
listed as being ‘Battle of the Somme’
veterans, and with a lot of Great War
anniversarys due over the next few
years, then these are indeed timely
releases!

Mk.1 ‘Male’ British Tank, Somme Battle,
1916
Manufacturer:
Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
Kit Number: 72001 
Price: TBC

Mk.1 ‘Female’ British
Tank, Somme Battle,
1916
Manufacturer:
Masterbox
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
Kit Number: 72002 
Price: TBC

www.mbltd.info
www.creativemodels.co.uk

On the Side

Stormtrooper Miniatures • Sylmasta • Black Dog • Masterbox

Sylmasta
Resin Casting and Mould Making Kit
Keith Forsyth

I am a self-confessed resin head, and enjoy
nothing more than opening and building a
resin kit, as detail that can be produced in this
media more than outweighs the cost in most
cases. Although I have built and reviewed
many resin kits over the years, I have never
really paid any attention to how they are
produced that was until I received this Resin
Casting and Moulding Kit from Sylmasta.

Arriving in a large white ‘Tupperware-style’
container, you find all the parts needed to
create moulds and then produce resin casts.
For producing these moulds a large tub of
380 Moulding Rubber is supplied with a T26
Catalyst to help the rubber cure, giving a
working time of approximately 45-
120miniutes. The mixing instructions are
included on the moulding rubber tub and a
small bottle of silicone release agent helps
separate the casting from the mould.

The resin comes as a two-part mixture G26
Parts A and B, in separate metal bottles; again
the mixing instructions are included with the
labelling as well as the Health and Safety
information. Also include are a couple of
mixing cups, a small pipette and some

wooden stirrers. A single instruction sheet
explains the whole process, from creating the
mould using ‘Lego’ bricks or balsa wood and
with the help of some plasticine (none of
which is included, but easy to source). The
instructions show a two-part moulding
solution, but for simple items a single mould
could be made with a little forethought.
After making the two-piece mould the
instructions then take you through the
casting process and show how to reduce or
remove any air bubbles that could damage
your piece. These instructions are also
available on line at the Sylmasta website, as
well a showing all the pieces that are available
as individual items, so you don’t have to just
buy a whole kit once you run out of
components. I will be reporting back as t how
this set works in a future issue of SMMI.

www.sylmasta.com

Stormtroopers
Private 18th Battalion King Royal Rifles

Manufacturer: Stormtrooper Miniatures
Scale: 1:12
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: V12/02
Price: TBC

Mark Dollery

Stuart Hale of Stormtrooper Miniatures
has launched a new range of 1:12 busts
which differ from others in that the
main piece is  cast with an integral base
which runs on from the actual torso in
a ‘V’ configuration. The subject depicts a typical
WWI ‘Tommy’ wrapped up in a greatcoat with
his respirator bag at the ready and he is shown
enjoying a smoke from his pipe with an
endearing smile. All of the facial features are
well defined and the bust is well cast making
for painting easy and an enjoyable build. The

‘Tommy’ is also wearing a scarf and shown on
the box art painted by Mark Bennett as being
in the Leeds United Football club colours! He is

wearing the soft cap depicting
the Kings Royal Rifles badge
with nice fabric details on the
peak. Likewise the straps and
the gas mask bag are well
detailed. His pipe is cast in resin
and needs to be carefully
removed from its mould plug.
A well detailed information
sheet is included and this
shows the picture that inspired
sculptor Carl Reid. A number of
other 1:12 busts are now
available from Stormtrooper

and a visit to their website is highly
recommended! A full build feature will appear
in a future issue of SMMI

Thanks to Stormtrooper Miniatures for the
review sample.

www.stormtrooperminiatures.co.uk
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Black Dog
Cromwell Hessian Tape Camouflage Net
Manufacturer: Black Dog
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: T72049
Price: TBC

Her we have yet another
superbly cast 1:72 scale
‘Hessian’ offering from Black
Dog, who now seen to be the

acknowleged experts on producing in resin
this type of camouflage. You get a complete
camouflaged turret and additional
camouflage for the glacis plate, along with
some very neat stowage for the rear!

Thanks to Black Dog for the review
samples.

www.blackdog.cz

Soviet Marines
Attack 1941-1942
Manufacturer:
Masterbox
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded

Kit Number:
MB35153
Price: TBC

One
thing you can rely on with
Masterbox is that you get
a diorama in a box! This

five figure set represents a
group of very fierce Soviet

Marines in a dynamic attacking
posture. The set is constructed
in such a way that a simple

change of bodies and legs makes
it possible to assemble these figures
in different configurations and this

opens up some excellent
opportunities for the

conversions. You can
also combine this with
set #35152 ‘Soviet
Marines and German

Infantry, Hand-to-hand
Combat, 1941-1942’ to

make an even more
impressive scene. Look out for the
guy with the bandaged head – as he
looks particularly teed-off!
Thanks to Creative Models for the
review sample.

www.creativemodels.co.uk

IJN Destroyer
Isokaze
Manufacturer: Hasegawa
Scale: 1:350
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 40069
Price: TBC

This is another of those sparkling ‘super
detail’ warship kits from Hasegawa. The
IJN destroyer Isokaze was one of the
latest Kagero-class destroyers, featuring
improved speed, longer cruise range,
and more powerful armament.
Hasegawa's release of the Isokaze
features etched detail parts, soft metal
pieces, and turned brass parts to build
an exquisitely detailed model. Features
include realistic metal chains and finely
detailed brass propellers. The base
pedestals also come pre-coated in a
realistic bronze colour. Another winner
from Hasegawa!
Thank to Amerang for the review
sample.

www.amerang.co.uk

On the Side

Masterbox • Hasegawa • Brach Model • Black Model

Italian Semovente M42 75/18
Manufacturer: Brach Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin and etch
Kit Number: BM097
Price: 120 Euros
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New from Brach - The Italian Job!
Italian Semovente M42 75/34
Manufacturer: Brach Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin, etch and metal barrel
Kit Number: BM098
Price: 120 Euros

Munitions-Zugkraftwagen auf Somua S307(f)
Italian Semovente M42 75/18
Manufacturer: Brach Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin and etch
Kit Number: BM099
Price: 80 Euros

www.brachmodel.it
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German
War Colours
1937-44
Manufacturer: AK Interactive
Kit Type: Acrylic Paint
Price: TBC

Yet another superb six bottle set
from AK Interactive with an excellent
range of colours for use on World
War II German vehicles
Thanks to AK Interactive for the
review sample.

www.ak-interactive.com

New from
MiniArt
More goodies from our favourite
Spanish manufacturer!

US Officers
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded
Kit Number: 35161
Price: TBC

Diorama w/Brick Wall
Manufacturer: MiniArt
Scale: 1:72
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 36055
Price: TBC

www.miniart.com
www.creativemodels.co.uk

On the Side

Value Gear • HobbyBoss • AK Interactive • MiniArt

Various Crates
Manufacturer: Value Gear
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: C6
Price: TBC

Andy Renshaw
Value Gear continues to give us some great
resin bits with an exceptional, well…value! This
set will be useful to all, regardless of preferred
genre or nationality, as they are universal in
appeal.  Contained in the set are nineteen
crates, with four of them open. The open
ones have some various goods including tools
for those ubiquitous maintenance dioramas,
and some food stuffs, perhaps potatoes. The
other crates are closed, and are of various

sizes with only a few duplicates.
Overall casting is fantastic, and there is very
little cleanup needed to make these ready to
paint and use! No doubt another winner with
its wide range of uses!  Many thanks to Value
Gear for the review sample!

www.valuegeardeatils.com

Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 
Price: TBC

The T-26 tank was a Soviet Light Infantry Tank
used during many conflicts of the 1930s as well
as during World War II, and was a development
of the British Vickers 6-Ton tank and is widely
considered one of the most successful tank
designs of the 1930s. The T-26, together with
the BT was the main tank of the Red Army's
armoured forces during the interwar period
and although nearly obsolete by the beginning
of World War II, the T-26 was the most
important tank of the Spanish Civil War and
played a significant role during the Battle of
Lake Khasan in 1938 as well as in the Winter War
in 1939–40. The T-26 was the most numerous
type of tank in the Red Army's armoured force
during the German invasion of the Soviet Union
in June 1941. The T-26 participated in combats
with the Germans and their allies during the

Battle of Moscow in winter 1941/1942, the
Battle of Stalingrad and the Battle of the
Caucasus in 1942–1943; some tank units of the
Leningrad Front used their T-26s until 1944. The
kit comes in HobbyBoss’s standard top
opening, box, with a superb artwork on top
which represents the tank in action during the
Spanish Civil War.  Inside there are fourteen
green sprues, twenty four brown sprues with
track pins, a bag of track links, a small clear
sprue and a small etched sheet. The parts are
really well moulded with no flash and only a
few moulding pips needing removal, and will
build into a very nice model

Thanks to Creative Models for the review
sample.

www.creativemodels.co.uk

Soviet T-26 Light Infantry Tank
Mod. 1935
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New decals
from Bison
Boson continue their run of
excellentce with another four ‘North
Africa’ sets featuring the Stuart, Priest,

Sherman, M3 and M5A1. Also look
out for their new ‘Post WWII South
American Tanks’, and there are a

couple of really interesting
schemes on offer here!

US Armour North
Africa Pt. 1 M3

Stuart and M7
Priest

Manufacturer: Bison
Scale: 1:35
Set Number: 35125
Price: TBC

US Armour
North Africa Pt. 2 M4 and
M4A1 Sherman
Manufacturer: Bison
Scale: 1:35
Set Number: 35126
Price: TBC

US Armour North
Africa Pt. 3 M5A1

and Halftracks
Manufacturer: Bison
Scale: 1:35
Set Number: 35127
Price: TBC

US Armour North
Africa Pt. 4 M3 Lee
Manufacturer: Bison
Scale: 1:35
Set Number: 35128
Price: TBC

Post WWII South American
Tanks
US Armour North Africa Pt. 1 M3

Stuart and M7 Prest
Manufacturer: Bison
Scale: 1:35
Set Number: 35129
Price: TBC

www.bison-decals.com

On the Side Tankograd
Six new titles are now available from
Tankograd for both your reading and
reference libraries!

Panzerkampfwagen
T-34 – 747 (r)
Publisher: Tankograd
Author: Jochen Vollert
Format: Hardback,  328
pages.
Price: TBC

For the first time, this
book sheds
comprehensive light
on the German
Panzerkampfwagen T 34 - 747 (r), and
underlines this detailed research with
hundreds of photographs
of the German T 34 in
action.

NVA SPW 50PK (BTR-50)
Amphibious Armoured
Infantry Fighting
Vehicle
Publisher: Tankograd
Author: Various
Format: Softback,  32
pages.

Price: TBC

US WW II Heavy
Self-Propelled
Artillery M12, M40,
M43
Publisher: Tankograd
Author: Michael
Franz
Format: Softback,  48
pages.
Price: TBC

US WW II Ward La
France/Kenworth M1 - M1A1
Heavy Wreckers
Author: Michael Franz
Format: Softback,  48 pages.
Price: TBC

Marder 1A5/1A5A1
Author: Carl Schulze
Format: Softback,  64 pages.
Price: TBC

The development history and
Cold War use of the Marder
armoured infantry fighting
vehicle has already been
described in Tankograd
No.5017 and this new and
updated publication focuses
on the most modern variants, the Marder 1
A5 and Marder 1 A5A1.

M1A1/M1A2 SEP Abrams
TUSK
Author: Carl Schulze
Format: Softback,  64 pages.
Price: TBC

This new book
provides a
detailed and
exclusive look

into the TUSK technology and its
US Army service.

Thanks to Bookworld
Wholesale for the review
samples.

www.bookworldws.co.uk

Mike King
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:700
Kit Type: Plastic injection
moulded 
Kit Number: 31911
Price: TBC

The U.S. Navy Destroyer Hammann was one of
the ‘Sims Class’ of vessels, and was laid down in
1938 and commissioned in 1939.  She saw
service in both the Battle of the Coral Sea and
Midway, and it was during the latter on 6th June
1942, while protecting the carrier USS Yorktown,
that she was blown in half by a torpedo from
the Japanese submarine I-168.

This kit was sent to SMMI as an unboxed test-
shot with photocopied instructions and all of
the seventy-five parts come on a single sprue
and are, as one would expect from Tamiya,
beautifully moulded. There is also a tiny decal
sheet and a sprue of eight poly-caps (although
only four are needed). The instruction sheet is
extremely clear and unambiguous, a trait dear
old Dragon may like to emulate! I haven’t built a
ship model in many a long year, but if this is
indicative the current standard of quality then I
see me building many more in the future.  

Construction is taken care of
over thirteen very logical stages
and really is simplicity itself, and
despite this being a pre-
production sample, there was
absolutely no flash present

anywhere and barely a mould seam either.
Being 1:700 means however, that the small
parts are really very, very small and prone to
being lost. All the main sub-assemblies were
made up separately and added to the hull and
deck assembly which then has all the smaller
embellishments and detail parts (floats, depth
charges, anchors etc.) added.  Absolutely no
filler and very little cleaning up of parts was
necessary. 

The little ship is finished in a three-colour
camouflage scheme. The hull is neutral grey
with a sea blue disruptive pattern while all the
areas above the hull were neutral grey with the
disruptive pattern continued in dark grey. The
decks are all field blue and, accurate or not, I
painted the ‘Carly floats’ yellow for a splash of
colour. What a fantastic little kit, thoroughly
recommended to one and all.

Thanks to The Hobby Company for the
review sample.
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US Navy Destroyer DD412 Hammann

Bison Decals • Tankograd • Tamiya
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Black Dog
New Jeep Accessories
T35097 - US Jeep Airborne Before
Drop Accessories Set 
T35098 - US Jeep Airborne After Drop
Accessories Set 
T35099 - US Dodge Airborne Before
Drop Accessories Set 
T35100 - US Dodge Airborne After Drop
Accessories Set 

Plus 
T35096 - British 15 CWT Accessories
Set

And
D35040 - House Ruin, Wall Base
D35041 - Destroyed Sd.Kfz.250 Base

www.blackdog.cz

Black
Dog Figures
British Marine and Argentine
Soldier – Falklands 1982
Manufacturer: Black Dog
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: F35087
Price: TBC

This is the second
release in Black Dog’s
Falkland themed figure
sets, and for those of us who
watched the coverage of the 1982
conflict will recognise the accuracy of
both figures – a forthright Royal
Marine and a dejected, cold
Argentine prisioner. Both figures are
available seperately, and are highly
reccomended.
Thanks to Black Dog for the review
sample.

www.blackdog.cz

More Big Scale
Cars from ICM!
As you will have seen in the last issue of
SMMI, ICM really do a lovely big scale
German Staff Car! So, hot on the heels
of that release comes another brace of
1:24 vehicles!

G4 WWII German Personnel Car – Open Cover
Manufacturer: ICM
Scale: 1:24
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
with chrome and
rubber tyres
Kit Number: 24012
Price: TBC

Admiral Cabriolet
WWII German Passenger Car

Manufacturer: ICM
Scale: 1:24
Kit Type: Plastic
injection moulded
with chrome and
rubber tyres
Kit Number: 24012
Price: TBC

www.icm.com.ua

On the Side

Black Dog • Tommy’s War • Black Dog • ICM

Tommy’s War
Mark Dollery

Sergeant Pilot (Flying
Uniform), 4 Squadron Royal
Flying Corps, Belgium 1915.
Manufacturer: Tommy’s War
Scale: 54mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TW54018
Price: TBC

The figure is based on an
original image of a pilot
named Sergeant Bennett. He
is shown wearing a 1913
pattern short flying coat and
is described as 1915 era, but
in actual fact is suitable for
any time during the Great
War. The figure is 54mm and
superbly cast in grey resin
with easy to remove mould
gates. This figure is also
supplied with a separate
flying helmet which can be
placed near the figure. This Sergeant Pilot
can be shown alone, or alongside the other
new figure in the range.

Sergeant Pilot (Dress
Uniform), 4 Squadron Royal
Flying Corps, Belgium 1915.
Manufacturer: Tommy’s War
Scale: 54mm
Kit Type: Cast resin
Kit Number: TW54017
Price: TBC

The figure is based on an actual image of an
'Old Contemptible' pilot called
Sergeant Edward Street, and a history
of Sergeant Street can be found in
the ‘News from the Front' newsletter
which will be supplied with all orders
from Tommy’s war. The Sergeant is
shown in a typical staunch stance and
adds a certain extra animation and
interest to the figure, and there is an
also alternative head supplied with the
more commonly seen side cap.

Both these figures are, of course,
compatible with suitable 1:32 WWI
aircraft kits currently on the market and
would enhance any diorama setting. A
full build article will follow soon!

Thanks to Tommy’s War for the
review samples.

www.tommyswar.com
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Reviews In
This Issue

1:35
Hungarian Light Tank 43M Toldí III

(C40) – HobbyBoss

Mk IV ‘Female’ WWI Heavy Battle
Tank – Emhar

Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
with etch
Kit Number: 82479
Price: £23.99 

The 38M Toldí was
produced and developed under licence

from Swedish company AB Landsverk
between 1939 and 1942, and only 202 were
built. The tank was a development of the
Strv L-60, and initially the vehicles were

armed with a 20mm gun, and this
kit is of the third version, the C40,
an improved variant of the 40mm
gunned Toldí IIA, and only twelve of
these vehicles were made.

Toldí tanks entered Hungarian
service in 1940 and they first saw
action in Yugoslavia in 1941, but

were mainly used against the Russians between
1941-1944, where they were employed in the
reconnaissance role due to their light armour,
armament and good radio equipment. 

Reviews

Hungarian Light Tank 43M
Toldí III (C40)
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The build begins with the lower hull,
suspension and wheels, which I left off for
detailing later. Due to small part count you
soon progress onto the upper hull and the
etch parts were easily cleaned-up and then
folded nicely into their positions on the side
fenders along with the guards over the
headlights. The turret was next and again this
was quickly built - the small hooks are quite
fiddly but good mould design meant an easy
clean up. The only items I felt at this stage was
the barrel as it lacked any real detail, so I drilled
out the vent holes deeper to give a better look.

After a quick coat of primer I opted for
Tamiya’s XF-60 dark yellow as the base shade,
followed by a mix of XF-4 yellow/green and XF-
61 dark green for the second part of the
camouflage and a mix of XF-64 red brown XF-9
hull red for the third. This was toned down
with using MIG Productions tri-colour filter,
before sealing the model
with gloss varnish.

The decals, though limited were
applied and set in place and sealed
with matt varnish. The wheels now
had a coat of the base dark yellow and the
tyres were painted with XF-69 NATO black
and then fixed to the suspension bars.

Whilst it was drying I decided to start on
the tracks by using Vallejo ‘Track Primer’ whilst
they were still attached to the sprues. Then

using dark washes to give depth and
silver to highlight the tread patterns

they were soon completed. Once
dried the process of cutting and

cleaning up 125 pieces per
side started – and this is
where Magic Tracks help,
but alas it was head-down
and steam through! The fit
of the tracks was not very
good as they didn’t sit in

the teeth, and it was here
that the track fell apart and

after numerous attempts! All in
all I wasted about ten hours on

the tracks, which was disappointing
to say the least, and so the next step

was the purchase of a set of Friul tracks for
both the Toldí and Nimrod. 

Set ATL-128 duly dropped though my
letterbox and although expensive they are top
class! Once all linked and superglued and with
all of the pins in place, a quick coat of primer
was followed by MIG Productions ‘Track Colour’
pigment, and to show a worn look some areas
were using a fine piece of sand paper and
gently rubbing away the primer to reveal the
silver of the metal below. After a bit of
weathering and rain/rust/oil stains and the
build was complete. 

The tank itself is quite attractive but looks
don’t win fights, and it was no match for the
Russian T-34’s that it came up against. The kit
overall is very good with nice detail, and the
small parts count and general fit is excellent,
but the tracks are just horrible so I suggest
Friul replacements, and the barrel also could do
with swapping but I made do with the kit
version after a little TLC.

Thanks to Creative Models for the review
sample.

www.creativemodels.co.uk

by Adrian Eade

HobbyBoss
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Manufacturer: Emhar
Scale: 1:35
Kit Number: EM4002
Price: £20.00

Introduced in 1917 the Mk.IV
Heavy Tank was the most widely
used version in World War 1,

with the ‘Female’ differing
from the ‘Male’ version by
virtue of an all machine gun

armament, whereas the ‘Male’
had a mixture of cannons and
machine guns. About 595
‘Females’ were built with the
Germans even repainting and

using some them against their
previous owners. The Emhar kit comes

in their style box with an attractive
painting on the top, and inside the
styrene is detailed enough to satisfy most

modellers. The tracks come in sections and
were the first thing that raised my eyebrow as I
wondered how they would look when fitted!
The instructions are very straightforward and
easily followed and there are not a lot of steps
to achieve the finished product. 

Construction is, as they say ‘by the
numbers’ and you begin with the machine gun
barbettes, and these enclose the actual guns,
and fit here is not that good so some sanding
and fine filing will need to be done unless you
can find a detailed replacement. Next both the
side sponsons were constructed, and these
enclose the previously made barbette/machine
gun combination, and again careful dry fitting
and patience coupled with plenty of sanding
will win the day. Steps 3 and 4 deal with the
front and rear sprockets respectively, and these
fit together well without any issues. The top
driving position coupled with machine gun is
now constructed and again be careful here as
these parts fit ok but not brilliantly, and finally
we have the armoured fuel tank. Now for the
tracks, and as I have had experience with
Emhar’s Whippet Tank I think I knew what to
expect, and the bottom line is they are fiddly -
but not a lost cause. I made mine in small
sections and fitted and glued them in-situ, with
the worst joint at the bottom. 

Step 8 joins the entire
undersides and rear
together with the
armoured fuel tank,
and now the
upper

driving position is
also fitted. Step 8 fits
the track framing and
exhaust the aforementioned frames are
important and they need to fit correctly or
else everything else will run out. Step 10 would
have you fit the tracks and then cover them
with the outer side pieces, but I decided to fit
the tracks at the end, so that the side pieces
were fitted along with the front and rear
sprockets. Then there are the unditching rails
introduced on this type, however, some
sources say they were not used on their first
outing at the battle of Messines Ridge, but
reference photos show some of them on and
some of them - especially some Museum
examples – off. I don’t pretend to be an expert
on these machines, and as the kit parts were
of questionable quality anyway, I decided to
leave them.

This is my favourite part and any trials or
tribulations during the build are quickly
forgotten. All research I have done for this kit
paints (pardon the pun) a confusing picture of
exactly what colour these machines were
finished in. So after quite a lot of head

scratching, I decided that the green painted
examples to me at least looked right, but hey,
it’s only my choice and as I said earlier I am no
expert so green it was! I decided to start with a
base colour of Humbrol light olive, and for the

most part that’s it regarding chassis colour -
the effects being in the weathering. The

only other paint I applied was to the
machine guns and this was simply flat

black. So for the weathering I first
applied Vallejo’s ‘Sepia Shade Wash’

with a fine brush around every
rivet, nut, bolt and angled

metal piece. This was
painstaking but did, in my

opinion create a far
superior effect than just
painting it on in bulk
and wiping off the
excess. Once this was I
highlighted these areas

with Tamiya’s
‘Weathering Master Palette

E’, gentle brushing on the yellow
shade to achieve just the right effect.
Following this some oil stains from ‘Palette D’
were applied with vigour to the entire model
with a heavier application in some areas than
others. To finish a little orange rust from
‘Palette C’ was added in a streaking effect to a
few places, and this was followed by a few
coats of Johnson’s ‘Klear’ to seal and to help
the decals adhere. The decals were applied
using the Microscale Decal System, although it
did take quite a lot to soften them, and
eventually I had to apply pressure with a
cotton bud to make them conform over the
rivets. Finally a couple of coats of Humbrol flat
clear completed the build.

This kit is certainly not a complicated kit, but
I don’t think this would be a kit for the novice
modeller as there are a few potential pitfalls.
However, when it does take shape, painting
and a little subtle weathering can make this
model stand out, and it is certainly a worthy
addition to any World War I armour collection.

by Adrian Troughton

Emhar
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Mk IV ‘Female’ WWI Heavy Battle Tank
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E-DAY
Colin Pickett reports from the 2013 Prague event

Something more local, a WWII Skoda armoured Car 

Destruction - a bomb damaged transporter

A field briefing 

SHOW REPORT

Another prize winner, an armoured earth mover 
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HMS Fearless
The Mighty Lion
Publisher: Pen and Sword
Author: Ewan Southby-Tailyuor
ISBN: 9781781593646
Format: Softback, 384 pages
Price: £16.99

HMS Fearless was
commissioned in 1965

as the first of two
assault ships. She
combined in one hull a tank
landing ship, a troop
transport and an amphibious

command ship. Throughout
her life she was intimately

involved in Britain’s changing
foreign policies. Operationally, she
landed a force into South Arabia,

the ‘tanks’ into Northern Ireland, was
the central player during the Falkland’s
campaign, helped Britain withdraw
from Africa and the Middle and Far
East and ended her life playing a key
role in the initial Afghanistan
operations. When Fearless paid off in
2002 she was, apart from HMS Victory,
the oldest ship in commission. Naval
historians will also recognise this as a
book that demands to be read. Thanks
to Pen & Sword for the review
sample.

www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

M3 Gun Motor
Carriage
Detail In Action
Author: David Doyle
Publisher: Squadron Signal
ISBN: 978 08974 772 84
Format:
Softback,
80pp

The M3 Gun
Motor
Carriage,
was
engineered
to be a self
propelled
antitank gun, mounting the 75mm
1897A4 cannon with the then-
modern halftrack chassis built by
Autocar. The vehicle saw limited use
with the Army, but the US Marines
used the vehicle in several campaigns
in the Pacific, where the cannon was
more effective against the lighter
Japanese armour and bunkers. This
book traces the development and
combat use of the M3 vehicle
through historical photos, as well as
offering a comprehensive walk
around of the only fully restored
example still in existence.

www.squadron.com 

On the Side

Publisher: Osprey
Author: Chris McNab
ISBN: 9781782000884 
Format: Hardback
Price: £30.00

Famed for their
fighting qualities,
fanaticism and
brutality, the Waffen-SS
evolved from being
Hitler’s fiercely loyal
personal bodyguard,
1920s into an army
which spearheaded
the assault on the

Soviet Union and staunchly
defended the Reich in the final days
of World War II. From their origins
and training through to their role in
the bitter fighting towards the end
of the war, Hitler’s Elite delves into
the history of the SS, the most
infamous military formation in
history, presenting a fully illustrated,
comprehensive study of their
actions as part of the Third Reich. 

Thanks to Osprey for the review
sample.

www.ospreypublishing.com

Author: Gordon Gravett
Publisher: Wild Swan
Publications
ISBN: 9781908763068

Format: Softback, 108 pages
Price: £24.99

In this excellent new book by
Gordon Gravett, the author
sets out to demonstrate how
a scene can be brought to life
by the use of scatters and
fibre, grits and powders and
of course, a little thought to
the colouring. Most modellers
enjoy a challenge and in many
cases, it is the challenge of
trying to make a particular
component or aspect of the model look
convincing that drives them on. Scenic
modelling is no different. Static fibre may help
with producing effective grass but it's not all

done for you! There's still
plenty for the modeller to
do in building up the
various effects and working
out the most effective
colours to use. Subjects
covered include preparing
the ground, grass, weeds
and wild flowers, hedge,
roads and pavements, wet
areas, puddles and
rivers. Highly recommended

to diorama enthusiasts!
Thanks to Bookworld Wholesale for the

review sample
www.bookwordws.co.uk
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Publisher: Osprey
Author: Peter Dennis
ISBN: 9781782000822 
Format: Softback, 80 pages
Price: £12.99

Adopted in 1938 and remaining in British
service until 1991, the popular and reliable
Bren was an iconic light machine gun, and
arguably the most recognizable
Commonwealth weapon of World War ll.
Gas-operated and magazine-fed, it was
based on a Czech design and was issued in
large numbers during and after World War ll,
as a section-level automatic weapon.
Offering remarkable accuracy for an LMG,
the Bren had an effective range of 600
yards, but could reach out to over 1,500
yards. It was generally fired from the prone
position using a bipod, but could be fired
from the hip when necessary. If kept clean,
the Bren gave a reliable service in the
harshest of environments, from the deserts
of Libya to the Korean mountains in winter.
As well as widespread infantry use, the Bren
was widely supplied to resistance

movements in Occupied Europe. Featuring
specially commissioned full-colour artwork
and based on meticulous research, this is an
engaging story of the iconic light machine
gun that equipped British and
Commonwealth forces throughout World
War II and in a host of postwar conflicts,
right up to the Falklands and beyond. 

Thanks to Pen & Sword for the review
sample

www.pen-and-sword.co.uk

The Bren Gun

Hitler’s Elite – The SS 1939-45

Modelling Grassland and
Landscape Detailing
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YOU CAN VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.bookworldws.co.uk
Stockists of the following subjects: Aviation, Military, Naval, Modelling,
Railway, Motoring
Major credit cards accepted, UK cheques payable to Bookworld Wholesale Ltd

UK POSTAGE SINGLE BOOKS £1.95 
TWO OR MORE BOOKS £4.00 
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL PLEASE ADD 15% OF ORDER VALUE
MINIMUM £4.50

BOOKWORLD
wholesale

Bookworld Wholesale Ltd. 
Unit 10 Hodfar Road, Sandy Lane Ind Est, 

Stourport, Worcs DY13 9QB

Tel: 01299 823330 Fax: 01299 829970
web: www.bookworldws.co.uk email:info@bookworldws.co.uk

Wings of the Navy
Highly illustrated with cutaways,

photographs and colour profiles, Wings
of the Navy makes a valuable

contribution to aviation history and
keeps the memory of these diverse and

absorbing aircraft alive. 343 pages, over
300 b&w photographs and 100 colour

profiles. 

£34.95

M1 Abrams In Action.
The Abrams family of tanks has been

Americaís premier main battle tank for
over 30 years,  and remains arguably one of
the most formidable tanks in the world.80
pages, 230 photographs plus detailed line

drawings and a colour profile. 

£11.99 

Imperial Death Star.
The Death Star is a spherical space station,

highly armoured and armed to destroy
anything from enemy spaceships to whole

planets. Using cutaway drawings,  exploded
diagrams and photographs,  backed by
detailed technical specifications and

descriptions of the onboard systems,  the
Death Star Owner's Workshop Manual

reveals the technology contained within and
lays bare the awesome power of the Empire's

ultimate weapon.200 colour illustrations.

£16.99 

De Havilland Mosquito
Manual 1940 onwards.
An insight into developing,  flying,

servicing and restoring Britains Wooden
Wonder fighter-bomber.177 pages, 92

colour & 211 black and white
illustrations.

£21.99

Panzerkampfwagen 
T 34 - 747(r)

The Soviet T-34 Tank as Beutepanzer
and Panzerattrappe in German

Wehrmacht Service 1941-45.This book
is illustrated with 552 black and white
photographs,  the bulk of which have
hitherto gone unpublished, 328 pages.

£43.99

Abrams Squad Volume 3: 
The Modern Modelling Magazine.T-90A
Lethal Metal,  JGSDF TYPE 10 MBT,
T-80,  The Russian Predator,  Remote

Thermal Sight,   plus much more!!! Full
Colour, 68 pages.

£9.99

Luftwaffe Crash Archive
Volume 3.

This incredible body of work brings
together details from the official RAF
intelligence and interrogation reports,
and combines them into a definitive

guide to every enemy aircraft that came
down over the UK during WWII. With
over 200 photos, This volume covers

from the 30th August 1940 - 9th
September 1940. 

£25.00

The Weathering 
Magazine 5 Mud

This issue describes in-depth the techniques
to create mud effects in all forms and

environments . As always these techniques
will be demonstrated by some of the most
talented modellers from around the World.

70 pages, full colour. 

£8.99

Firefly Collection No 5 -
Case Yellow: 

German Armour in the Invasion of
France 1940. This book includes 13

pages of full colour artwork, which depict
almost 40 different early war vehicles

including Pz I, Pz II, Pz III, Pz IV and Pz
38(t) tanks and self-propelled guns as
well as the first StuGs to see action. 

£14.99

Tankograd 6029
U.S. WW II Ward LaFrance / Kenworth

M1 - M1A1 Heavy Wreckers
48 pages with 150-200 illustrations,

among them WW2 action photos,  colour
photos and technical drawings. 

Illustrated throughout. Excerpts of
technical manuals,  wartime photos,

photos of restored vehicles. Ideal
compagnion for modellers and fans of

technology. Complete background
history and variants.

£9.99

U.S. WW II Heavy 
Self-Propelled Artillery

M12,  M40,  M43
48 pages with 150-200 illustrations,

among them WW2 action photos,  colour
photos and technical drawings. 

Illustrated throughout. Excerpts of
technical manuals,  wartime photos,

photos of restored vehicles. Ideal
compagnion for modellers and fans of

technology. Complete background
history and variants.

£9.99

Tankograd 9021
Challenger 2 Main Weapon System in

Armoured Regiments of the British
Army. First fielded in 1998, the

Challenger 2 main battle tank is today
the main weapon system in armoured

regiments of the British Army. Illustrated
with 139 colour photographs, 64 pages. 

£13.99 

Tankograd 5045
The Eagle IV Wheeled Armoured
Vehicle in Modern German Army

Service. The Eagle IVs being procured
as part of the Armoured Command and

Multipurpose Vehicles Programme
Category 2 have already replaced many
unprotected vehicles of the Bundeswehr
to increase the safety of soldiers during
missions abroad. Illustrated with 135

colour photographs, 64 pages 

£13.99

Tankograd 5044
JUPITER. The 7-tonne 6x6 KHD Jupiter
Truck in Modern German Army Service.
The LKW 7 t gl (6x6) KHD Jupiter is one

of the legends of early Bundeswehr
military trucks. It primarily served in the

role of transporting materials with a
payload of 7 tonnes either on roads or off-

road. Illustrated with 69 colour
photographs, 71 black&white
photographs and 36 graphics. 

£13.99

Tankograd 4020
Panzerkampfwagen (Somua) 35 S - 739

(f). The French Somua S35 Tank in
German Service 1940-45. This is the first

monograph on the Panzerkampfwagen
35 S - 739 (f), as the S35 was designated
by the German officials and shows the

tankís technology, variants and service in
unprecedented detail. Illustrated

throughout with 130 black&white
photographs. 

£13.99

MILITÄRFAHRZEUG 
4-2013

Quarterly Magazine, Chapters include:
Marder 1A5A1, Leopard 2,

Panzerjagerabteilung (Sfl) 228, M1
Abrams, Tiger-Knacker: Fr¸he KPz

Centurion, War&Peace Revival, Foden
Recovery, fully illustrated, 56 pages,

German Text Only !!!! 

£9.99

MILITƒRFAHRZEUG 
1-2014

Waffensysteme der Bundeswehr:
R¸ckverlegung GECON-ISAF, US Army:
ìHausbesuchî mit Panzer, Museen-Events-

Sammlerszene: Holzminden 2013,
Waffensysteme der Bundeswehr: LUNA -

Auge des Heeres, Fahrzeug-Historie
Wehrmacht: Kreuzer Panzerkampfwagen
Mk IV - 744 (e), British Armed Forces:

TAC-T Feuerwehrrarit‰t plus much
more!!German Text Only.

£9.99

Tankograd 5046.MARDER
1 A5 / 1A5A1

While the development history and Cold
War use of the Marder armoured infantry

fighting vehicle had already been
described in Tankograd No. 5017 the

present updated publication now
focusses on the most modern variants,
the Marder 1 A5 and Marder 1 A5A1.

Illustrated with 128 colour photographs.

£13.99

Tiger 1 in Action 
1942-1945

This edition has been revised and
augmented, with more accurate captions
as to dates and locale, together with new
illustrations and a chapter on additional

units. 288 pages - square spine 

£34.00

Merkava Mk. 1B in Detail. 
Merkava Mk. 1B in European

Museums.84 pages, 374 colour photos,
chapters include: History and

Development, Hull Walkaround, Turret
Walkaround, Merkava MK.2. Paperback 

£23.99

Modelling Grassland and
Landscape Detailing

Featuring Weeds and Wild Flowers,
Hedges, Roads and Pavements, Mud,

Puddles and Rivers by Gordon Gravett.
This book is a great follow up, to the two

books published on Modelling Trees.
Full Colour, 108 pages 

£24.95

Gvozdika & Akatsiya In
Detail.

Soviet Modern 122/152mm SPHs and
Guns.Chapters include:History and

Development, Walkaround, Engine and
Transmission, 2S1 Hull Interior Details,

2S1 Turret Interior, D30 Walkaround, 2S3
Walkaround, D20 Walkaround Paperback,

106 pages, 327 colour photo's.

£25.99

Modelling Trees Part Two-
Conifers, 

92 pages, full colour 

£21.95

Modelling Trees Part One
Broadleaf Trees

92 pages, full colour 

£19.95
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I
sraeli planning for an
invasion of Lebanon to
remove the Palestinian
Liberation Organisation
(PLO) started in

November 1981. The Israeli
Defence Force (IDF) intended
to deploy some six and a half
divisions, with about 75,000
men, 1,240 tanks and 1,500
armoured personnel
carriers. Forces were also
kept on the Golan Heights to
deter the Syrians attacking
the base of the IDF advance.
To resist the Israelis PLO
leader Yassar Arafat had
three conventional
formations (each of 2,000-
2,500): the Yarmouk Brigade stationed

along the coastal strip; the
Kastel Brigade in the south; and
the Karameh Brigade on the
eastern slopes of Mt. Hermon, in
an area the Israelis called
Fatahland. Fatah the PLO’s
guerrilla force had
approximately 15,000 fighters
(with 6,000 in Beirut, Ba’abda and
Damour; 1,500 in Sidon, 1,000
between Sidon and Tyre; 1,500 in
Tyre; 1,000 stretching from
Nabatiyeh to Beaufort Castle,
2,000 in Fatahland and 1,000 in
the United Nations Interim Force
in Lebanon’s Zone in the very
south). These forces were
equipped with about 80 tanks,
130mm and 155mm artillery,

heavy mortars and rocket launchers.

The Syrian Army also had about 30,000 men
and 712 tanks deployed in two main areas of
Lebanon. Firstly in the strategic Bekaa Valley
(1st Armoured Division, comprising the 91st
and 76th Tank Brigades, plus the 58th
Mechanised Brigade with the 62nd
Independent Brigade attached and nineteen
SAM batteries); Secondly in the Shouf
Mountains and Beirut area (the 85th Infantry
Brigade with 20 Commando Battalions) to
guard the important and vulnerable Beirut-
Damascus Highway. The IDF’s overall strategy
was to advance up the Lebanese coast,
bypassing the major PLO centres and cutting

Merkava’s to Beirut

Military historian Anthony Tucker-Jones recounts Operation Peace for Galilee and

Israel’s blitzkrieg attack on southern Lebanon
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War Zone

Two square miles
of West Beirut are

now dust and
mortar...

Merkava’s to Beirut

M109 155mm self-propelled howitzers such as these went

into action against the Syrian Army in eastern Lebanon and

were deployed to lay siege to the PLO trapped in Beirut

The actions of Yassar

Arafat’s PLO in southern

Lebanon resulted in

undeclared war between

Israel and Syria
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Merkava’s to Beirut

off their escape route through the Bekaa. Only
then could the PLO be destroyed piecemeal.
On the central front the old Crusader fortress
of Beaufort Castle was an important initial
objective. Overlooking southern Lebanon and
northern Israel it had been a PLO artillery
observation post for years. 

On 6 June 1982 Israel launched Operation
‘Peace for Galilee’ invading southern Lebanon
along a 63-mile front with the aim of forcing
Arafat out. Two companies of the elite Israeli
Golani brigade attacked Beaufort Castle at
night. ‘We fought to take the flag away from

them,’ was how Motti Goldman
described the actions of his fellow
Golani commandos. After the unit
commander was wounded they were
led by twenty-six year old Major Guni
Harnick. Although the position was
secured after overcoming the PLO
defenders, Harnick was killed in the fighting.
Just twenty-one commandos led by Harnick
and Motti Goldman were tasked to take the

A knocked out Syrian tank, the IDF claimed to have captured or destroyed 500 armoured vehicles including nine 

T-72s, which were considered state of the art at the time

The latest version of the Merkava is the Mk IV this

first saw action in Lebanon in 2006

The Merkava Mk I first came into service in 1979

when the 7th Armoured Brigade received forty of

them. From the design of the Merkava it was

intend for use on the Golan Heights rather

than the empty sands of the Sinai desert

PLO fighters created a new state within a

state in southern Lebanon from where

they continually attacked Israelis territory
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northern outposts and other fortified
positions at the foot of the fortress, while 65
men of an engineering company were to take
the southern outposts and bunkers.

One of the commandos observed, ‘The
capture of Beaufort was Guni’s, there’s no two
ways about it. I just don’t want to think of
what would have happened after the unit
commander got hit, without Guni. It was a

mess. And the minute Guni came up
everything tightened up. We knew there
was some one to follow, and we did. He
saved the situation.’ In some quarters this

assault was felt to have been a
needless act of bravado and that
Beaufort should have been
bypassed. Inevitably the Israeli
advance was soon threatening

Syria’s position in the Bekaa, for
Israel planned to sever the Beirut-

Damascus Highway, which would
completely cut the Syrian forces off.
Seizing the initiative a Syrian brigade at

Bin Zehalta ambushed the Israeli column
assigned this task. The only way to extricate it
was with air cover, but this could not be
guaranteed because of the nearby Syrian
surface-to-air missiles in the Bekaa. 

Colonel Ira Efroni, a reservist and computer
engineer by profession, and his battalion ran
straight into the Syrian armoured division
deployed in the Bekaa. When told to wait for
air support he replied, ‘I haven’t got that kind
of time. … By the time you reach us, we
probably won’t be here anymore! 

‘If that’s the case,’ replied the sector

commander, ‘then close your slats and get the
hell out of there. Make a dash for it.’

‘That’s practically suicide,’ Efroni
complained. ‘The company commander
behind me says there are about thirty APCs
waiting for us. We’ll drive right into them.’

‘Have you got anything better to do?’ was
the reply.

Efroni’s battalion spent sixteen-minute
retreating at full speed suffering 16 casualties
and losing a single tank to the Syrians baring
their way.

Syrian President Assad’s forces in the
Lebanon, while war had not been officially
declared, those units in Beirut were in danger
of being cut off. Syria was suddenly faced with
the prospect of losing her foothold in Lebanon
altogether. Assad’s brother Rifaat, urged him
to send more SAMs to Zahle, while Defence
Minister, General Mustafa Tlas, opposed this, as
his intelligence showed the Israelis could knock
them out. Regardless extra batteries were
despatched. The IDF were quick to recover

after bumping into the Syrian Army and in the
fighting that followed the Syrians lost 200 T-62,
125 T-54/55, nine T-72 tanks and 140 APCs.
Moscow was not pleased that the very first T-
72 had fallen into Western hands.

On the 10th having reached Bir Shmali, just
outside the coastal port of Tyre, Shmeul
Yitzhaky a 27 year old Israeli medic recalled the
fighting, ‘We didn’t find much resistance at
first, but then we were hit by rocket-propelled
grenades. The PLO boys were very brave. There
were only three or four of them, but they held
us off all night. We were lucky they had not
been better trained; with the type of weapons
they had they could have finished us off. A
shell ripped into our Zelda. It was the kind that
gets very hot before it explodes. I felt the heat
and tried to get out.’ Yitzhaky escaped but was
wounded in the leg and was evacuated.

The following day the IDF were warned
about their conduct in Lebanon when the IDF’s
chief education officer issued a letter to every
soldier stating, ‘The eyes of the world are now
on our region. Many journalists and foreign
correspondents are now in the combat zone.

Acts of looting or damage to property, holy
places, cultural sites or natural scenic areas will
play into the hands of our enemies. You must
see yourselves as having personal responsibility
for the image of the IDF and the state of Israel
in the eyes of the citizens of Lebanon and of
world public opinion.’ Although many of the
Syrian Amy’s units had been severely battered

Merkava’s to Beirut
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The Merkava Mk.I first saw action during the Israeli

invasion of Lebanon in the summer of 1982 where it

fought Syrian T-72s. Initial design work began in the late

1960s, but detailed work did not commence until 1970

under the direction of General Israel Tal

The PLO had at most about sixty T-34/85 tanks in

1982; the Israeli Air Force silenced most of the PLO

tank, artillery and rocket launcher positions before the

IDF rolled over the border on 6 June 1982

Operation Peace for Galilee 6 June 1982

Battle for the Bekaa 7-11 June 1982

The PLO attacked targets in Israel throughout the

1970s and early 1980s from the sanctuary of southern

Lebanon. This Jerusalem supermarket was victim of

such a bomb attack
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in the often fierce engagements with the IDF,
the bulk of them in the Bekaa were able to
withdraw to the vicinity of the ‘Damascus
Highway’. A cease-fire with the Syrians
including the PLO went into effect on 12 June.
Sporadic fighting continued in the Bekaa. It
was not long before the IDF was outside Beirut
putting pressure on the PLO. ‘Jewish forces
just drove by us,’ a PLO field officer reported
directly to Yasser Arafat. ‘They’re moving into
the city.’ ‘Are you mad?’ responded Arafat.
‘What are you talking about?’

Mike McCourt of the American
Broadcasting Company reported on 28 June,
‘As they have written about Stalingrad and
Berlin they will write of the siege of Beirut in
1982. Two square miles of West Beirut are
now dust and mortar. The rest of the city,
nearly all of it, resembles some ancient ruin.

The Israeli siege has made West Beirut a ghost
town.’ The following day Arafat exhorted the
Arabs nations to come to his rescue ‘Now, we
alone are holding down 100,000 Israeli
soldiers!’ he claimed extravagantly, adding, ‘If
only the other Arab armies would enter the
fray, we could demolish the legend of the
invincible IDF.’ After his mauling in the Bekaa,
Assad had no intention of tangling with the
IDF again. The PLO was on its own. The IDF
besieged the PLO in Beirut until early August
when they finally agreed to quit the city;
some 14,398 Palestinian fighters and Syrian
soldiers withdrew. 

Syrian Army losses are believed to have
been up to 1,200 dead, approximately 3,000
wounded, 296 prisoners as well as almost 500
armoured vehicles. The PLO lost 1,500 dead, an
unknown number of wounded and more
importantly their entire infrastructure
(including their archives) in Lebanon. Operation
‘Peace for Galilee’ cost the IDF 368 dead and
2,383 wounded in six weeks of fighting.

Merkava’s to Beirut

Israeli Zelda M113 armoured personnel carriers in Lebanon. These were vulnerable to the Ashbal or ‘RPG kids’

employed by the PLO. The Ashbal would dash from cover; fire and then dash back often relying on IDF self-restraint

The M113 tracked armoured personnel carrier known as

the Zelda in Israeli service has served the IDF well

PLO fighters with a formidable looking array of Soviet designed weapons – around 20,000 were deployed in southern Lebanon

Damaged PLO offices in Beirut after feeling

the wrath of Israel
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Meng-Model

E
ver since Meng-Model first announced the newest addition to their range, I had
eagerly awaited its arrival into the UK - and it did not disappoint. The story of the D9
Bulldozer starts back in the 1950s with the introduction of the 49-ton D9 to the
Caterpillar catalogue, initially for civilian use but it was the US Army who took the
beast to war in Vietnam. The innovative Israelis really took it to task twenty years later,

moving the concept to the next level and developing the type into a heavily armoured and
effective war machine. The modified armoured D9 so impressed the Americans they
purchased armoured kits and took their D9’s to war in Iraq.

On opening the box you are confronted with a massive amount of finely moulded
plastic, and my initial inspection found that this is easily the most detailed kit from
Meng to date, and featuring a very complete interior. There are also some
innovations like the choice of blue tinted or clear armoured glass which really makes
the model stand out from the crowd, and Meng have also made this kit simple to
build for all but the most novice armour modellers.

The Beast
Construction began with the main body, and even at this early stage it was easy
to see that this is a big kit, as the centre section alone is nearly twice the height
of a Tamiya T-55! The next stage was the assembly of the large ripper, an
aggressive implement that can be lowered from the rear of the D9 to break up
ground or produce a trench. This is made up from a number of pistons
supporting the ripper itself, and if you are sparing with the glue then the
ripper can articulate just like the original. Meng it seems have admitted defeat
when trying to mould the large nuts around the ends of the pistons, due to
the limitations of plastic moulding, instead they have supplied the nuts on
the side of the sprue frame. These can be easily removed with a sharp
scalpel and then attached to the model using thin glue, and fortunately a
number of spares are supplied as you will inevitable lose a few as you try
and position them! Also, be warned - as you attach the pistons do not
remove the small attachments on top of the cylinders, as at a later stage
these will take the numerous hydraulic lines.

Now we move on to the main part
of the build and the next sixteen
sections deal with the assembly of
the armoured cab. This is incredibly
detailed, from the radio racks
hanging down from the roof to the
fully imagined driver’s position. I
would highly recommend the recent
book by Desert Eagle as this supplies
all you need to accurately represent
the interior as well as many pictures
showing the type in action.  The cab is
assembled from a number of flat wall
sections, which reminds me of the kits I
started building in the 1970s. To these sections
you add all the supplied detail, and a nice touch is
that the decal sheet includes a good selection of stencils
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D9 Doobi

and the

David Francis gives a unique twist to the Meng-Model D9R

Armoured Bulldozer
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D9 Doobi

Kit Data
D9 Doobi
Manufacturer: Meng-Model
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: VS-SS-002
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for application around the interior. The
interior assembles easily but when you
come to assemble the cab sections it is
important that you ensure they are
square, and I would recommend a
couple of ‘dry runs’ first, using masking
tape to confirm the fit, as this will be
important when you add the roof and
outer panels later. 

I chose to use the optional tinted
armoured glass and this matches my
references perfectly. These items
were inserted into armoured frames

and once the glue had set I used
Tamiya tape, burnished in place
with a cocktail stick and then
carefully cut out with a sharp
scalpel to produce masks for

the external surfaces. 
One thing that Meng have

missed is the prominent anti-slip
coat on the roof, as seen in the
Desert Eagle book, and to produce

this I started by masking off the locker
hatches around the edge of the roof and
the main hatch. For the anti-slip itself I
used Tamiya’s snow textured paint which
was applied heavily with an old brush and
left to dry. Then a quick shot of primer
shows if you have applied enough or
need to add a bit more. Once you are
happy remove the masking and you have
an effect that looks similar to the heavy
anti-slip used on Israeli vehicles. 

The use of etch is limited on this
model, with only the jerry can rack for the
front of the cab and a pair of metal boxes
by the headlights having to be folded.
You get the number plates for the cab
sides which have a realistic 3D effect. 

Again if you are careful with the glue
you can have a working access door, an

opening roof hatch and even an opening
window, which is a great way to show off
all the internal detail. Another option is the
very nice roof-mounted machine gun, but
looking at reference photographs this is
rarely fitted in the field and can be saved
for other projects.  Before you attach the
cab to the hull you have to cut the
supplied vinyl tubing to size, so be careful
here as little in the way of spare material is
supplied and accurate cutting using the
supplied measurements is vital. The vinyl
can then be attached to the underside
rear cab panel and then once attached it
can be glued to the attachment points
moulded onto the cylinders. 

The running gear and dozer blade are
easy to assemble, just follow the
instructions faithfully and make
sure you clean up the
prominent seams on the long
blade arms and on the top of
the running gear. After the
ease of building the blade I
found the individual track links
are a bit more tedious. Meng
would have you assemble the
track links first and then add the
large pads, and on my next one I
would change this sequence by
attaching the links to each pad
individually, and then cutting
away a small section of the ‘O-
ring’ on each link to produce
a ‘C-shape’, thus allowing
each link to be then clipped
together individually like
Dragon Magic Tracks. 

Two options are
supplied for the prominent
headlights above the dozer
blade, with the earlier style
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as seen on my model or the armoured version
seen on most current IDF versions. The
inclusion of these and a number of extra parts
not used in the construction process seem to
indicate at some point we may well have a
boxing which will include the prominent slat
armour frequently seen on the news. Or you
could purchase the new Voyager etch sets! 

I had decided that this time I would build
the US Marine option in the typical light sand
colour seen on many American types. As
normal I applied an overall coat of primer black
to show up any flaws, as well as providing the
base for my shading. Now, one thing that is
very obvious from looking at my main
references is that the D9 starts out
immaculate, but exposure to sand and gravel
during operations rapidly removes any

camouflage paint to reveal the original
‘Caterpillar Yellow’ finish which then rusts very
quickly. So I started by applying Alclad
magnesium and dark aluminium to the lower
areas and the dozer blade. Now I had to find a
match for the distinctive ‘Caterpillar Yellow’ and
the best one, according to a number of railway
modelling forums, is Testors ‘Canadian Pacific
Yellow’, and fortunately a friend in America
managed to source this for me (thanks Ross)
as this range is not imported to the UK. 

This yellow was then applied over the
extremities of the exposed metal areas.
Now I had to ‘mix and match’ the main
camouflage shade and here I used a
mix of Tamiya buff, slightly
lightened with white. The kit does
supply markings for two Israeli
options, which are covered in red
stencils, but the US option I was
building has just one marking applied on
the front of the cab roof. Now the fun
part – weathering. I started by applying an
overall coat of AK Interactive’s OEF wash
thinned 50% with white spirit. Then I added a
selection of rust colours from Pinnacle
Pigments to the exposed metal areas, before
finally adding dark earth to the running gear
tracks and around the edges of the dozer
blade. Finally an overall coat of Alclad Matt
Primer was applied overall to blend everything
together. 

The Beauty
In IDF and US service the D9 is frequently
crewed by female operators and my original
plan was to build an Israeli option, with the
very nice Master Kit IDF female solider in a
sleeping bag. But that will now be my next
one, as at the Brno model show I picked up a
Black Dog set of a US Female Solider in a bikini
top being photographed by a journalist. This
figure is based on an image of a munition
technician sitting on a bomb during the Iraq
war; in the BD kit it has been modified to sit

on some supplied ammo boxes.  Fortunately
this figure fits almost perfectly on the roof
of the D9, while the accompanying
photographer sits nicely on the hood. The
base was an old photo-frame with some
modelling clay spread over it, and while the
clay was drying the D9’s tracks were
impressed into the clay. This was then
painted in various shades of sand and a few
bits of foliage were also added from the
Treemendus range.

In Conclusion
Meng-Model kits just keep
getting better and better,
combining high production
standards and a diverse and
interesting choice of
subjects that have been
ignored by other
manufacturers. The D9 is

easily their best model to date
and I do hope that we will see

further variations like the slat-
armoured examples or even the remote

control D9R with its small unarmoured cab. 
Thanks to Meng-Model for the build

sample.
www.meng-model.com
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The

Red Kite
Michael Mandau creates a stunning French scene from Colmar,

September 1944
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Dio-Armour

T
his gave me the inspiration for this
project, and it took quite a while to
get all the information and
background I needed. In the
autumn of 1944 German forces

were preparing to defend the area around
Colmar, but unfortunately most of the city
had already been bombed in preparation by
the Allied air forces. My first step was to get
an idea of how I wanted the scene to look,
so I build a prototype. I wanted a quayside,
some old timber framed houses, a
cobblestone road, a small river, a bridge and
two vehicles, and I knew this would mean of
work. I decided to use an Aufklärungspanzer
38t and a Jagdpanzer IV A-0 and a lot of
reference photographs of Colmar.

I began with the Aufklärungspanzer, which
was mostly straight-from-the-box and I
assembled pretty well everything except the
tracks which were attached after painting.
The Jagdpanzer IV needed a little more work
as I decided to add a full Zimmerit coating to
the hull, which I did using some putty and a
Royal Model Zimmerit tool.

Now it was time for the biggest part of
the project – the diorama itself. As I
mentioned before I did a prototype of the

scene with Styrofoam – to just get a hint of
the sizes and to allow me to plan the next
stages. I decided to begin with the buildings,
because I wanted to use them as
‘background’. That meant that they should
not be too thick, but in the other case thick
enough to give a three-dimensional effect. As
a base I used a thick piece of Styrofoam,
which was cut to size and onto this I glued
various wooden rods. Then to get them to
the structure and surface I was looking for I

COLMAR 1944

Recently I took a trip to

the French town of

Colmar, and as you walk

through the narrow

streets you almost feel

like you are back in

medieval times. It is full of old timber framed houses and

cobblestone pavements and even has a tiny river. If you’re

ever able to visit, then don’t miss out!
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The Dio-Armour
Series

The base was various pieces of Styrofoam

The bridge was created from a mould reinforced with

1.5mm wire

Dragon Aufklärungspanzer 38(t) #6294
Dragon Jagdpanzer IV A-0 #9059
Dragon German Infantry HG Division Anzio 1944
#6158
Dragon Survivors Panzer Crew #6129
Tamiya Infantry Bicycle #35240
Tamiya Road Sign Set #35067
MiniArt German Tank Crew #35060

kits & accessories
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The riverbed was created using epoxy resin

Dio-Armour

cut away random parts with a knife and used
a steel brush to produce the surface. 

The openings for the doors and the
windows were cut out and the spaces
between the frames were filled with plaster,
which I just poured in and let dry for several
hours. I also roughened the surface of the
plaster, to make it more irregular. The windows
were also really easy, and for the glass I used
1mm thick clear plastic and glued on some
small wooden frames. Before adding the
windows I added some ribbon as curtain
material!  I used almost the same method to
create the doors. Now the roofs were one of
the biggest, and most time consuming parts,
and here I used thick cardboard onto which I
attached some scratchbuilt tiles, and for the
building on the right side I cut out some
‘Biberschwanz’ tiles from cardboard. The
gutter and downpipes are drinking straws and
the shutters and flower-boxes were also
scratchbuilt with lead-foil fixtures.  

Now for the base, and the rough
groundwork was made of Styrofoam onto

which I glued various thicknesses of
plasterboard. On all of them I removed one
side of the cardboard by soaking them with
water and rubbing it off. This is how you get
an almost smooth plaster surface with little
effort! For the bridge I created a mould using
plastic sheet into which I poured some liquid
plaster. The structure was then reinforced with
1.5mm wire, which was added into the wet
plaster. After a day drying, the mould was
removed and the bridge looked perfect. The
bridge wall and the foundations for the railings
were done the same way as the dry wall parts
– and also the steps to the river is just a bunch
of plaster-boards - glued together. When all
the plaster-work was done, I filled all the gaps
with more plaster. Then when thoroughly dry
everything was smoothed and straightened
with sandpaper.

The street lamp is from MiniArt, the road
sign from Tamiya and the gully is from my
‘spares-box’. The glass inlet in the lamp is a
clear LED, which I just glued in. The stakes and

Creating the small bridge Adding timber framed houses Preparing the bottom of the riverbed

The finished riverbed with scattered leaves for effect.  The ‘waves’ were created

using clear acrylic gel and formed using a spoon

Test fitting some of the components Primer coating the scene The initial colours are over-bright, but these shades

would darken with weathering

Beginning the weathering process.....
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Dio-Armour

the pier in the riverbed were made with coffee
sticks and small pieces of round wood. The
chain poles are reworked sprue leftovers and
the waste pipes on the river wall are from a
capillary tube, which was just glued in. Now
finally the whole diorama received a side-
frame and any gaps were sealed.

Now for the painting phase, and I began
with a basecoat in dark grey, which I applied
with my airbrush. I just needed to make sure
the layer was thick and strong enough to
withstand the following painting and
weathering. Painting a diorama is almost the
same as painting a tank, and weathering is a
very important part for me, and because of
that, I always paint the first layers of colour
very light and bright, and they will darken
later. To avoid the monotony on the large
surfaces I decided to apply some kind of
colour modulation, and this meant spraying
on a basecoat and then lightening/darkening
to suit.

After this colour modulation, I went
straight on to painting all the details, such as
wheels, tools, doors and wooden beams. It is
important to be patient, because this will take
quite a while. To prevent the paint being
damaged everything was sealed in with a
semi-gloss varnish, and now was the time to
apply any decals and add the street signs!
Then it was time to start the washing process
and here I used odourless thinner and
enamel paint with a mix-ratio of 15:1
which produces more depth and creates
some shadows. 

The next step is also critical – too
much chipping can destroy the
overall look, so this was applied in
two ways, first simple scratches
using a cocktail stick and smaller
chips were added with a sponge. I
used the oil-colour method again
after this, and then added some white
paint to simulate some bleached-out....and adding more detail to the scene
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effects. Streaking was the next on the
list and here I used the brilliant AK

Interactive Weathering Effects which are
easy to use. Just apply them in vertical
streaks and then minutes later simply remove
or blend them in with thinner!

Now let’s get dirty – time for some
pigments, and I used a wide palette of
colours from my local art-store, which I
mixed to create the tones I like.

Again these were applied in two ways, first
as a dry ‘powder’ with a big brush to
simulate dust, and secondly mixed wet
with matt varnish and water, to create
‘mud’. Finally such details as leaves,
grass, oil stains and such could
be gently added. 

The final step was to

use some clear
epoxy resin,
something that at this
stage could make or break
the riverbed portion of the
diorama! First I sealed the area
with silicon to prevent any spill, and
after a leakage test with water, I found it
was all ok, so I decided to add the resin in
three 5-7mm layers, but the first job was to
create an opaque ground base. It is really

important to obey the instructions and to
ensure you only use the exact amount

of resin. Also let each layer dry in a
dust free environment for at

least forty-eight hours.
Finally the ‘waves’ were

created using clear acrylic
gel which I formed by
dipping a spoon across
the surface. I also used
this opportunity to
strew on some foliage.

Like a jigsaw
puzzle, all the

vehicles, figures, the small
details and the signs were finally added and to
be honest, this is always my favorite part,
seeing the finished product! I hope this has
encouraged you try a larger modelling project,
it's worth all the effort!

Dio-Armour

Dragon Aufklärungspanzer

38(t) #6294
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Dragon Jagdpanzer IV

A-0 #9059
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4000+ kits
Worldwide Shipping
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   Kits?
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Tamiya

T
he Tamiya HUMVEE
has always been a
favourite kit of
mine as it has just
the right amount

of detail, and you can
always rely on Tamiya for
accuracy. I also wanted wanted a little more
depth, so an Eduard set was sourced, and
this proved to be both very extensive and
very neat, and as much of the Eduard set is
interior detailing, I of course felt obliged to
open up the tailgate and the doors to show
everything off! Once I had finished the

build, the Hummer seemed to
be crying out for a couple of
figures, and these came
courtesy of Mantis Miniatures.

As mentioned, the Eduard
detail set includes all the
important parts for a detailed
interior, although you will have to

scratchbuild a few things like the heater for the
driver's compartment, the lifting gear for the
tailgate and add wiring to the radio, and I also
added two scratchbuilt soft drink cans. Since I
abhor rubber tyres some Panzerart
replacement resin ones were added.

The belt for the 0.50 cal gun comes from

Thomas Birzer gets to grips with the Tamiya M1025 HUMVEE with Eduard accessories
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Kit Data
M1025 HUMVEE
Manufacturer: Tamiya
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded
Kit Number: 35263

Eduard HUMVEE Detail Set #35629
Eduard HUMVEE Placards #TP516
Panzerart HUMVEE Roadwheels #RE35075
Mission Models 0.50 cal Gun with Shells and
Ammunition Belt #MM003
Mantis Miniatures Modern US AFV Crew
#35034

Super Detailed

Hummer
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The Tamiya kit, with Eduard and Mission Models details ready for final assembly

Opeing up the rear and the doors of the HUMVEE was a must in order to show off the detailing

The kit's wheels and tyres

were replaced with resin

ones from Panzerart

M1025 HUMVEE
M
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85

A soft drinks
can makes a

welcome
addition!
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Eduard placards add to the level of detail Note the added wire on the radio set

Mission Models, and consists of twisted
brass cartridges and etched parts, and

although it was quite a task to build the
strap, it was well worth it in the end. The
interior was then painted Tamiya XF-67 NATO
green, detailed and then masked off ready for
the exterior colours and weathering.

Next came a coat of Mr Surfacer 1200,
followed by a coat of XF-67, and a further
coat, but this time with some XF-2 flat white
added to give a a faded look to the colour.
Next came further airbrushed camouflage
coats of XF-68 NATO brown and XF-69 NATO
black applied freehand. 

After drying, I added some subtle oil-paint
and spent a little time applying some paint
chips and scratches. I then added a 'dust coat’
using some deck tan, and then applied MIG
Productions Europe Dust and Rubble Dust
pigments to the wheels and lower areas
of the model.

I then applied a three-tone desert
camouflage scheme to the uniforms
of the two figures using Vallejo
acrylics. I added a decal to one flak
jacket from a Cross Delta set, and
changed one head from a Hornet example

wearing a Boonie Hat. 
The base was a simple wooden plank onto

which I created a sandy side using putty and
small stones, and a road side created from
sandpaper. This was then suitably painted using
Tamiya and Vallejo colours.

M1025 HUMVEE
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The Mission Models 0.50 cal gun and accessories

Chiiping and scratches add to the look of the

finished model

A soft drinks can makes a

welcome addition!
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CHECKOUT

SHOPPING CART
0 ITEMS IN CART
Total Cost: £0.00

www.sampublications.com
e: clare@sampublications.com • T: 01234 211245

£9.99 (+£2 p&p)

New Kits and Old Tricks – the Airfix Spitfire and Friends
By Alec Smith

This latest episode of Build and Convert offers a selection of newly-comissioned
articles by prolific modeller and IPMS Stalwart Alec Smith, taking a look at some of
‘tomorrows classics’ – new toolings of old favourites, brought up to date by the
manufacturer - along with one or two original toolings to compare and contrast.
Alec’s work will be familiar to many from his involvement with IPMS Brampton and
the Latin American Aviation SIG, and he is a regular on the show circuit. As a
modeller he knows all the tricks and techniques and adds a few of his own ideas
into the mix to demonstrate that whist modern injection moulding techniques may
have improved the plastic, there is still scope for adding those personnal touches
and taking a kit just that little way beyond the box, stamping your mark on it, and
making it your own.

Early Mosquito PR.I/B.IVseries (i)

1/48th Conversion Set (for Tamiya kit)

Kit Number: RA4914

Includes Full Span Mainplane Flaps, Shortened Rear Nacelle 
fairings, Exhaust Air Intakes, Tailplanes with Fabric-covered 
Elevators and Tailwheel with fully-blown Tyre.

Also Available:
RA4912 Early Beaufighter 1/48th Conversion Set (for Tamiya kit) £12.50

Resinair

RA4914

Build & Convert Bundle Offer

RRP 
£79.93

(+£2 p&p)

All 7 Books
only

£60

LIMITED EDITION

£15.00

Build & Convert number 7
Classic Warplanes

In association with 
Scale Aircraft Conversions

COMING
SOON
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Trumpeter

S
ometimes I take a near random
choice of subject when browsing
shelves in local model shops and
this was certainly the case with
this recent release from

Trumpeter. If I’m honest the real attraction
of the entire project was purely the box
art depicting the vehicle in overall white
and UN markings. Well, why not, a white
scheme would be a new challenge and
this small wheeled AFV would make a
refreshing change.

This AFV is relatively new and is such a good
looking piece of armour, and more akin to a
sleek little sports car rather than an armoured
vehicle. I always research my builds and try to
fill my knowledge gap on the technical aspects,
and here I wanted to understand the vehicle's
operational role in the Italian Army and its
deployment to UNIFIL, and see some actual
photographs of operations.

The Puma is a light wheeled AFV developed
and produced as a joint venture between Iveco
Fiat and Oto Melara of Italy for the Italian Army,
and the first prototypes were completed in
1988. This 4x4 variant carries three troops plus
a driver. At first the Puma was intended to
complement the Centauro wheeled tank
destroyer in service with the Italian Army's
Cavalry Regiments, but today most infantry

regiments of the Italian Army have also been
equipped with Pumas. Eight cavalry regiments
and two Special Forces regiments are equipped
with a total of 330 Puma 4x4 vehicles. In Italian
service, the 4X4 variant carries two soldiers in
addition to the driver and gunner, and is used
in pairs for battlefield reconnaissance. At the
end of 1999, the Italian Army ordered
580 Puma vehicles, 250 of the 6x6
configuration, and 330 4x4
vehicles. 

As usual I try and construct as
much of the vehicle as possible
prior to any painting. The
Trumpeter kit proved to be a
very highly detailed model but
it remains very buildable and
very enjoyable. The kit has just
the right amount of etched

detail, without being overwhelming or making
the model overly complex. The kit quite
cleverly slots together as the upper hull slides
over the chassis and actually click-fits into
place, so ensuring trueness in the construction
and lack of seams. The only point to note is the
vehicle's self-recovery winch which is quite a
piece of ‘brass origami’, and don’t forget to
add a winch rope to the drum. Some individual
bolts need to be added to the body of the
vehicle but that was not a daunting task!

I find it helps to plan the construction
around the methods that will be used to paint
the model. By this I mean planning out which
sub-assemblies you intend to paint separately.
So, a few pieces such as the cupola and the

Kit Data

Italian Puma 4 x 4
Manufacturer: Trumpeter
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 5525

Step-by-Step – Italian Puma 4 x 4

Step-by-Step
An Italian Lightweight
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Mark Chisholm guides you through building a 1:35 UNIFIL Puma 4 x 4

The kit has just the right amount of 

etched detail…
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Painting a white vehicle can pose a challenge in terms
of how to achieve the overall paint and weathering
finish, so I start off by using Tamiya Fine White
Primer

The small turret screen is very nicely done

In some areas where I wanted an
even darker shadow I used the AK
Interactive Track Wash…

....and then carefully applied this
with a fine brush.....

....and then blended it in with a flat brush

…without being overwhelming or making the model
overly complex

I started the weathering process using pin-washes of MIG
Productions Brown Wash

Dust was added using Tamiya ‘buff’ and ‘flat earth’
shades...

...and this can be adjusted with a brush just moistened
with thinners

Step-by-Step – Italian Puma 4 x 4
STEP-BY-STEP

89
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machine gun were not cemented in
place prior to painting. It is, however,

necessary to very carefully mask up both
sides of the driver’s transparent
windscreen. I had assumed these vehicles

would be in quite a new condition and with
good paintwork, and as ever it's worth
checking those references, and I discovered my
presumptions were quite incorrect.

The point to consider with UN deployments
is that they are of a temporary nature, and I
can remember personally deploying to Bosnia
and repainting our white UN vehicles back to
NATO green and black! Photographs of the
UNIFIL Pumas in the Lebanon reveal
deteriorated and much chipped paintwork,
right down to the original Green NATO
camouflage colours. This is no reflection on the
crews or a lack of maintenance; it is just the
fact that these temporary paints are not very
durable and wear away quite quickly. 

Painting a white vehicle can pose a
challenge in terms of how to achieve the
overall paint and weathering finish. So, these
are the steps I used to produce a realistic
looking model. The first
hurdle is a flat white
finish, and painting
white is always difficult
because it’s tough to
achieve opacity. I
started off by using
Tamiya Fine White
Primer as it is

perfectly suited to modelling, it’s easy to spray
and fine enough that it won’t obscure details. I
used a base coat of Mr Color ‘character white’
and believe me it’s just plain white and has no
character! I followed this with an acrylic satin
varnish. This is particularly important as it
protects the paint finish for the weathering
steps to follow and it also provides a nice
glossy surface for the large ‘UN’ decals.

I started the weathering process using pin-
washes of MIG Productions Brown Wash, which
was applied around to define and enhance the
details. In some areas where I wanted an even
darker shadow I used the AK Interactive Track
Wash which is a shade or two darker than the

MIG product. The next stage was really
enjoyable. These vehicles had a very

dusty appearance in the Lebanon
and the easiest and most effective

method of simulating this was

by using the Tamiya ‘buff’ and ‘flat earth’
shades. The paint needs to be very highly
diluted with thinner as much as eighty or even
ninety percent and then using your airbrush
set at low pressure the dust staining can be
created. Be liberal with the application as dust
accumulates lower down on the vehicle and
less higher up.

Now using a flat brush moistened with
thinner you can dissolve some of the dust, and
also add some streaks and even remove dust
as if the vehicle has brushed against some
foliage or similar. I used a toothpick to just

remove the dust along the side of the vehicle
creating a very realistic effect. I then used a
combination of MIG pigment fixer and a
mixture of MIG pigments to create a build-up

of mud and dirt in the wheel arches and
the underbody. It’s not that evident

or overpowering on the
finished model, but it creates
a very natural and realistic
finish. The final weathering
stages were adding some
paint chips to the white
paintwork, and there are a
number of ways to do this,
but I find that sitting down
with a fine brush and using
Vallejo ‘camouflage
black/brown will produce the

most in-scale and controlled
paint chip effects.
With that the model was finished.

A really great subject by Trumpeter. I
understand the 6 x 6 version is now

available; am I tempted – yes of course!

Step-by-Step – Italian Puma 4 x 4

Scratches being added with
a cocktail stick

For the under-chassis mud I used a
combination of MIG Productions
Pigments… …fixed with Pigment Fixer
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Adding streaks with a flat brush
gives more definition

The overall dusty appearance is very effective
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J
ust a couple random topics this
month, namely sponsors offering
prizes to award at shows and the
start of my adventure to build a 1:32
B-25.

First, there has been a trend for
manufacturers to offer a large donation of a
model or other prize asking for it to be
awarded to the winner of a certain class in a
show related to the prize. For our local club, I
was aware of the IPMS prohibitions in our
‘National Contest Guidelines’ against awarding
cash prizes or large prizes to model contest
classes. The reasoning is that if cash or prizes
were awarded it would cloud the competition
and create a cut-throat atmosphere among
the competitors. It would also put a huge
amount of pressure on the judges in that it
provides inordinate rewards for what are
mostly subjective choices.

I know that national rules do not fully apply
at the local level, but in this case I do believe
the spirit of the rule should be maintained
even on the local level. Apparently in some
shows across the country that rule is not
universally applied since I have heard of clubs
awarding large prizes for winning a class. I do
believe that was primarily out of ignorance of
the rule and not out of the desire to violate
the rule. In our case, I directed the large prize
to our raffle coordinator and we created a
separate special raffle to award the winner
with the model as a prize. We raised an extra
$226 selling tickets for $2 each. We also
awarded one free raffle ticket to anyone who
entered a 1:32 scale model to highlight the
sponsor’s product to a proven target market.
So the moral of this story is for club’s to not
forget the spirit of the rule to not
award large prizes at even a local show. 

Random topic number two is also
related to large 1:32 scale model
aircraft. Recently I was commissioned to
build a HK Models 1:32 scale B-25
Mitchell. Now I am by no means an
always award winning builder but I this
person wrote me because he has lost
his model building ‘mojo’ yet he had
bought the B-25 last year when it came
out because the B-25 is his favorite
WW2 bomber subject. As he looked at
the box filled with 514 parts he came to
believe his modeling skills would not be
up to the task. 

As a result, I am now looking at
a huge pile of plastic to build for
the gentleman. He has no exotic
requests – he just wants a nice build
of an olive drab B-25 using the kit decals.
It does not need to be a contest winning
quality model and it doesn’t have to be
done on a strict timetable. I look at this as a
win-win because I would really like to have the
building experience but I do not have the
budget to buy the model or the space to store
the finished model. 

In general, I am just amazed at the size of
this model. I never would have believed we
would not only see several 1:32 scale B-25s
available to build, but also a 1:32 B-17. This is
‘Texas-Sized’ model trend must be selling
because there seem to be more 1:32 models
on the way including a Lancaster coming in
2014. Let’s not even talk about the 1:32
masterpieces Tamiya is producing such as the
Spitfire and Mustangs where quality and
engineering seem to be reaching never before
seen heights.

I do have some observations regarding the
options available in this model. There is an
option to build it gear up but there is no crew
provided. Is it meant to be a drone? For all of
the cost, there is only one decal option
provided and there is no information what unit
or theater that one marking option is
supposed to represent. I would have liked to
see more marking options without having to
resort to aftermarket decals. As I get farther
into the build, I will probably have many more
observations in the future. 

That is all I have for now. Wish me luck on a
good B-25 build and get out there and build
some plastic for fun as well!

www.ipmsusa.org
That’s all I have for now so by all means if
you can, get out to your bench and build
some plastic!

Membership Details
IPMS USA is dedicated to the hobby (and
fun) of Scale Modelling. It was started by Jim
Sage, of Dallas, Texas, in 1964. There are now
branches of IPMS all over the world. Our
Local Regions and Chapters sponsor Model
shows and contests every year, but you
needn't be a member to visit the shows or
attend the club meetings!
With IPMS/USA Membership, you will receive
the outstanding IPMS/USA Journal six times a
year - it includes features on all modeling
subjects such as aircraft, armor, automotive,
ships, figures - you name it! You will also find
listings of IPMS contests, swap meets, hints
and tips, and reviews.
Membership also qualifies you to participate
in IPMS/USA sanctioned contests, and
particularly in our World-famous National
Convention, held each summer. As a
member, you'll also be able to access our
online Discussion Board, where a wide variety
of modeling topics are discussed, and enjoy
interaction with other serious modelers for
help with questions about modeling
techniques or the Society in general. Many
Hobby Shops and Model Vendors around the
USA offer discounts to IPMS/USA Members.

Memberships are available in several types:
Junior: 
17 years old or Younger, $12.00 per year
Adult: 
1 Year $25.00
2 Years $49.00
3 Years $73.00
Family: 
Adult Membership plus $5.00 (Additional
Membership cards as requested)
Canada or Mexico: 
$30.00 per Year
Foreign: 
$32.00 per Year (Journal via Regular Mail)
or $55.00 per year (Journal via Air Mail)

Payment Information: Online Payment may
be made via Credit Card only.
Downloadable IPMS/USA Application Form
(in PDF, 100KB).
Applications using payment via Check or
Money Order should be printed and mailed
to:
IPMS/USA
Dept. H, PO Box 2475
N. Canton, OH 44720-0475
For any questions or problems with your
membership application/renewal, please
contact the IPMS/USA Officer Manager, Ms.
M.J. Kinney, at:

manager@ipmsusa.org

IPMS/USA is Presented by Larry Randel, IPMS/USA Director of local Chapters

The IPMS USA Column
Big Prizes and Big Models – Some Don’ts and
Some Do’s

IPMS USA Report www.ipmsusa.org
IPM
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The Merkava ARV was
renamed NEMMERA

(Hebrew for
Leopardess)

Merkava ARV

Israeli Merkava ARV
Manufacturer: HobbyBoss
Scale: 1:35
Kit Type: Plastic injection moulded with etch
Kit Number: 82457

Kit Data
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HobbyBoss
Photos by Mike Middleton

T
he Merkava ARV (Armoured
Recovery Vehicle) initially called
NAMER (Hebrew for Leopard) but
was subsequently renamed
NEMMERA (Hebrew for

Leopardess) is based on a Merkava III or IV
chassis, and is able to tow disabled

tanks and other vehicle’s from the
field. It carries a complete

Merkava back up power plant
and can be changed in the

field in under ninety-
minutes. There are two
versions, one equipped
with a 42 ton crane and a
lighter version with a 35
crane. Powered by a
1.500hp turbo charged

diesel engine, and
weighing in at 65 tonnes, it

also has two 7.62 machine
guns for crew protection.
This offering from HobbyBoss

comes in their usual sturdy box with
everything bagged separately, and all of

the components are crisp with no evidence
of flash, but the dreaded ejector pins are

present on most parts. Construction begins
with the lower hull, where the suspension

units are fitted as well as top rollers and
towing hooks. The front drive sprocket gear
boxes are made up now and these have tiny
brass bolt heads fixed to them, and rear idler
unit are also fixed into place at this point.
Next the drive sprockets and idler wheels are
built and fitted to the drive units, and step
five tells you to build the tracks 100 per side,
it’s up to you - but I left the tracks till later in
the build. The crew access door was made
and fitted, and also the fuel tanks, all nicely
detailed. Moving onto the top hull next and
this has a nice non-slip surface texture. The
two workable access hatches were now built,
and the front headlights were fixed into place
along with the various etched grilles. The top
hull and front mud guards were now fixed
into place, along with the periscopes with
their clear lenses and the rear mud guards. 

Next comes the two machine guns, and
again these are lovely items displaying nice
detail. The lifting crane power plants were
then constructed then fixed into place on the
rear deck. The two side skirts were tackled
next, and the mounting brackets were fitted
to the sides of the top hull, and at this point I
built and fitted the tracks, and this part took
me the best part of a night! You will find that
all of the links need to be cut from their
sprues, and then they need to be cleaned-up
as each link has ejector-pins marks which take
forever to snip off and clean! However, once
cleaned-up the links go together easily and

M
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Merkava ARV

Armoured Recovery

IDF Style
Bob Cantrell builds the new 1:35

HobbyBoss Merkava ARV
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you soon have the completed tracks. 
Next the etch brass exhaust fins were

fitted and the top hull fixed to the lower hull.
Now for the lifting beam, and an obvious
thing that is missing are the hydraulic hoses,
electrical, cables and conduits as should run
down to the power units.....very strange and
is a shame because again, this is nicely
detailed item and goes together without any

trouble. This is also workable, so you can
pose it extended or retracted. Next the
stowage basket was made and fixed to
the rear deck, and there are also two

stowage baskets at the rear of the
vehicle. I fixed the lifting beam in
place and also added the two side
armoured plates to complete the
build phase.

Colour schemes for IDF vehicles
is basically Sinai grey, and I made this

by Tamiya medium grey and khaki. Firstly
the whole vehicle was primed with
Tamiya aerosol primer followed by a base

coat of flat black. The top coat was applied
in thin layers just allowing the black to
show through around some of the
surface details. Once this was dry a few
coats of Johnson’s ‘Klear’ sealed
everything in ready for washes. First I
applied a thin was of Windsor and
Newton burnt umber around all the
bolt heads, across the non-slip surface
and along the panel lines. Once this was
dry I added a coat of flat varnish to bring
everything together. The tracks were then
painted a rusty metallic hue and the various
MIG Production powders were applied to the
surface and tracks to add a dusty look. The
periscope lenses were also painted clear
green to complete the model.

I must say that HobbyBoss have excelled
again with this kit, as it displays some very
fine detail throughout, and is a must for all
Merkava fans. 

Thanks to Creative Models for the build
sample.

www.creativemodels.co.uk

Merkava ARV
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C
ambridge MAFVA makes regular
‘Team’ trips to museums, military
vehicle and model shows, both in
the UK and abroad, and this is of
great benefit to our membership

as not only do we get to the destination
(and travelling as a group usually cheaper)
but we spend a lot longer talking ‘tank’
than we normally get time to do. Our
September trip was to the Muckleburgh
Collection in North Norfolk, and thanks to
an e-mail from Tom Cole to the museum,
the day changed from a plain visit to an
excellent experience.

Having arrived separately as three car loads,
we met up in the museum restaurant for a
much needed cuppa, where we were greeted
by museum owner Sir Michael Savory, who
gave us a short welcome talk and ran through
the history of the camp that the museum is
based on. From before World War II and until
the 1950’s, Muckleburgh was an anti-aircraft
artillery training camp with gunners shooting at
radio controlled drones and aircraft such as the
‘Queen Bee’.

An interesting aside was a photograph of a
certain Norma Jean Baker assembling a drone
at a Los Angeles based company. ‘Discovered’ a
little later, she was of course Marilyn Monroe.
We then had a tour round the model displays
where we were able to help identify a few
exhibits. Whilst there we found out why Sir
Michael was so pleased to see us, he wants a
diorama built of the camp circa 1943! The next

stage was a tour around the site including a
rally cross drive to the gun positions.  These are
being restored, and already a 3.7” AA gun is in
position on one, with a 40mm Bofors sitting
on another, on an improvised mount.

We also visited other structures, such
as the bunker for an 18 pdr, which
covered a small creek. The last stop
was the MT yard where numerous
vehicles are awaiting restoration or
being worked on. Sir Michael was
very proud of the Comet tank that
he had swapped with the Irish
Defence Force for an old lorry. The
Comet is now in running order and will
participate in the military vehicle shows
held on site. Also in the yard Tom Cole
was re-acquainted with radar trailers he had
last seen at RAF Henlow when he was
refurbishing them.

We then stopped for an excellent lunch
during which Sir Michael kept us entertained
with stories of the site, his procurement of
exhibits and tales of his time as Lord Mayor of
London. We then did a more detailed tour of
the exhibits in the museum before heading off
home. Or rather attempting to get home, as
my trusty old Ford Mondeo decided to give up
on us, and once again I felt the value of my AA
membership….

Many thanks to Sir Michael and his team for
the visit, well worth it, and for more
information go to: 

www.muckleburgh.co.uk
www.mafva.net

MAFVA
Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicles Association
MAFVA exists to promote an interest in AFVs
and their associated equipment and to act as
a non-profit making organisation for the
collection and dissemination of information.
We try to answer queries or seek sources of
information for our fast growing international
membership and to encourage
correspondence between those with similar
interests. The interests within MAFVA run from
the First World War to the present day,
although the greatest emphasis is centred on
the Second World War. The majority of
members make and/or collect models and
there are many who only gather information
on military subjects whilst others work on or
even collect full size vehicles. In addition to this
we aim to provide our members with a quality
bi-monthly magazine called ‘Tankette’. Local
branches are being continually formed both in
the UK and overseas and are encouraged to
hold meetings, displays and competitions to
enable members to get more out of their
hobby by meeting others with similar interests
and to share information and expertise. 

Joining MAFVA
For more information contact MAFVA
President, Gary Williams at,
MAFVA, 45 Balmoral Close, Holmes
Chapel, Cheshire CW4 7JQ

membership@mafva.net
Current MAFVA subscription rates are
UK and HM Forces £15
Europe/ Rest of the World (Surface mail) £18
Rest of the World (Air) £21

www.mafva.net
SAM Publications – MAFVA
Members Discount Offer

SAM Publications is delighted to be able
to offer MAFVA members a 10% discount
on subscriptions to Scale Military
Modeller International, or any of our
other titles and books. To take advantage
of this offer just quote your MAFVA
number on any correspondence. For more
details email or call us at:

mail@sampublications.com
(+44) 08707 333373

MAFVA Report

Branches 
Bedfordshire  
Cambridge  
Chester   
Clacton-on-Sea  
Devon  
Essex   
Lancashire (Bolton)
London  
Maryport 
Midlands (Leicester) 
Northern Home
Counties  
North West (Wirral) 
Norwich  
Nottingham   

Rugby   
Suffolk   
Sussex   
Sussex (East)  
Wilts   
Scotland (Glasgow)
Scotland (Lothian) 
South Wales 
Australia (A.C.T) 
Australia (West)  
Canada (Ontario)  
France (North
West)   
France (Paris)   
Greece   
Portugal

Nottingham MAFVA now meet at 
The Community Room
Highfields Fire Station, Hassocks Lane,
Beeston, Nottingham.
NG9 2GQ 

Meetings are on the second Saturday of each
month from 12.00 till 4p.m.

www.mafva.net

MAFVA Column
Presented by Paul Middleton

A September Trip to Muckleburgh
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Promote your company here and appear in all 3 publications – Scale Aviation Modeller International,
Model Aircraft and Scale Military Modeller International - with a total 133,000 circulation.Shop & Web Guide

“The world’s finest hobby kits,
figures and toys.”

HALIFAX MODELLERS WORLD 
3 29 Union Street, Halifax. HX1 1PR

YORKSHIRE p 01422 349157

$ www.halifaxmodellersworld.co.uk

Shop Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs 10.30-17.30, Fri 10.30-17.00, 
Sat 9.30-17.00, Sun 10.30-16.30, Closed Wednesday

CITY CYCLE CENTRE 3 7 Market Street, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4PB 
Q models@citycyclecentre.com $www.citycyclecentre.com

CAMBRIDGESHIRE p 01353 663131

City Cycle Centre
We have a large selection of Plastic Kits from Airfix, Revell, Tamiya, Italeri,
AFV Club, Academy and more. Decals from Model Alliance Also Paint and

Sprays from Humbrol, Tamiya, Revell and Games Workshop

Specializing in white 
metal landing gear

3795 Shady Hill Drive,
Dallas, Texas 75229, USA

+1 (214) 477-7163

www.scaleaircraftconversions.com

52 Holdings Road, Sheffield S2 2RE 
South Yorkshire England

Tel: [0114] 2761587 www.blackbirdmodels.co.uk

www.hpmhobbies.com
Secure online ordering
Realtime stock levels
Worldwide shipping

HPM HOBBIES

FALCON - JAYS - OZMODS - REDROO
PJ PRODUCTIONS - FCM DECALS

48
YEARS

SCALE MODELS
Sheffield’s Specialist Model Shop

( 0114 2449170

www.marcway.net 

Vast selection of plastic kits - Aircraft - Tanks - Military
- Ships - Cars - Bikes - Space - Trucks etc

HUNDREDS OF RARE & OBSOLETE KITS
Dioramas - Scenic Materials - Plastic, Metal & Wood sheet and

sections - Modelling Tools, Paints, Brushes, Airbrushes & Compressors
Also Model Railways, Die Cast Models and Scalextric

WORLDWIDE MAIL ORDER

598-600 Attercliffe Rd, Sheffield S9 3QS
0114 2449170 Open 10am - 5pm, 6 days

• Situated 2 miles from M1 (junc 34) •  200 yds from Attercliffe Tram Stop

KITS • PAINTS • GLUES •  AIRBRUSHES • TOOLS •  STYRENE ETC
Friendly service & advice - Mail Order

Open Tuesday – Friday 10 – 5.30. Saturday 9.30 – 5.00. Closed Sunday and Monday.

121 HIGH STREET, 
UCKFIELD, TN22 1RN

01825
765296www.thehobbybox.co.uk

Jamieson’s
Models

Mon to Sat, 9.30 to 5.30, 
Sun 11.00 to 4.00

Stockist of all SAM titles

30 Saltmarket, Glasgow, Scotland, G1 5LY

0141 552 3956
jamiesonsmodels.co.uk

Units 6-10 Honeysome Ind Est, Honeysome Road, 
Cambridgeshire, PE16 6TG  www.creativemodels.co.uk

Distributors of 
Hobbyboss, Vallejo,
MiG, AK Interactive,

Miniart, Model Master
and many more…

01354 760022

PLASTIC & METAL KIT RETAILERS
HOBBY & PASTIME MATERIALS

UP TO 20% OFF ALL KITS ONLINE 
AND MAIL ORDER

Incorporating 1,000’s of deleted and new kits.
303 The Broadway, Bexleyheath, Kent DA6 8DT  Tel/Fax: (020) 8298 7177

MON/TUES/THURS/FRI/SAT 9.30-5.30 CLOSED WEDNESDAY

NEW MAIL ORDER LISTS – SEND 70p SAE
www.kitkrazy.com Email: steve@kitkrazy.com

See our selection
of airbrush kits,

compressors, jars,
accessories &

tools

www.airbrushheaven.co.uk
Email :- enquiries@airbrushheaven.co.uk

tools

airbrushheaven

Mustang-Hobbies.com

MUSTANG

HOBBIES
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Contact Christine McCarthy on +44 (0)1234 224995  
or chris@sampublications.comShop & Web Guide

MATADOR MODELS
and Airfield Accessories ranges

www.matadormodels.co.uk

EXTENSIVE 1/76TH ARMOUR AND WHEELED VEHICLE KITS
AND CONVERSION RANGES, FROM WWI TO THE 2000’S
and Airfield Accessories 1/48th. 1/72nd. 1/76th. 1/144th

scale ranges of British and German airfield vehicles and
equipment including ambulances, refuellers, tractors,

G.S. and specialist vehicles, figure sets etc.

www.kits-kits.co.uk     
NEW AND SECONDHAND KITS FOR

SALE - DISCOUNTED PRICES
Friendly reliable service.

Prompt despatch. 
Worldwide shipping

Collections wanted... 
Good prices paid

Tel: 07884 313783
Email: kits-kits@hotmail.co.uk

At least 5-10% discount off 
manufacturer’s prices
Fast and friendly service

Easy to navigate webshop
Large range of over 3500 models, 

figures, tools and accessories from 
Revell, Airfix, Italeri, Tamiya and many
more, ready for immediate despatch

Based in the Midlands since 2001 with 
worldwide shipping available

Web: www.models2u.co.uk
Email: help@models2u.co.uk

Phone: 01543 433999

Established over 40 years
One of the largest ranges of plastic kits and accessories in the South
East of England as well as being a Hornby and Scalextric Main Agent

12-13 West Street, Dorking, Surrey RH4 1BL
Tel 01306 881 747

www.dorkingmodels.com

AFFINITY MODELS 3 38 Trentham Road, Longton, Stoke-on Trent, Staffordshire ST3 4DL
Q affinitytim@yahoo.co.uk V Mon - Sat 9am till 5pm (closed all day on Thursday)

Stockists of Tamiya, Dragon, Trumpeter, Hasegawa, Italeri and Mini Art
Plastic Kits. Full range of paints from Tamiya Vallejo (Model & Gamecolour),

and Humbrol. Evergreen Centre.  Excellent range of tools and glues.

p 01782 320990
www.affinitymodels.co.ukAffinity

Models

PARABELLUM
Aircraft, armour, vehicles and figures,

Vallejo & Tamiya Paints
open 11 to 5.30 Thu, Fri, Sat

PARABELLUM
54 Vyse Street, Hockley, Birmingham, BI8 6HR 

www.parabellum.co.uk 0121-551-8878

Megahobby offers thousands of plastic
model kits old and new. 

Browse our website to see the Amazing
Selection of products we have to offer –

Megahobby stocks deep. 
Visit the website you will be impressed, place

an order you will be a customer for life.

Shipping goods online since 2000!

www.megahobby.com
YOUR ONLINE SOURCE

SCAN HERE!

www.modelskills.co.uk
A comprehensive range of tools, decals
and fittings for the bi-plane and general

aviation modeller.

Tel. 01202 511232

If you are looking at this...
then it’s working!

Promote your company here and be seen in all 3 of our quality titles –
Scale Aviation Modeller International, Model Aircraft and Scale Military

Modeller International – with a combined circulation of 126,000!  

To be seen in our next issue, 
call Christine McCarthy on 01234 211245

www.freightdogmodels.co.uk
+44 (0) 01342 716004

Fairlight, Sandy Lane, Crawley Down, Crawley, RH10 4HX

email: sales@randrhobbies.co.uk Tel: 01656 858083 
70 New Road, Porthcawl, Bridgend CF36 5DG
Opening Hours: 10.30am to 5pm Mon - Sat 

We stock: Aoshima, Vallejo paints, 
Trumpeter, Italeri, Tamiya, Hobbyboss, Academy

........and many more! 

R&R HOBBIES
www.randrhobbies.co.uk

–– Discount Models & Accessories ––
IWATA - AK INTERACTIVE - MIG PRODUCTIONS
HUMBROL - TAMIYA - XTRACRYLIX - ALCLAD 2

ALBION ALLOYS METALS & ABRASIVES - MR HOBBY

ScaleModelShopSMS

WWW.SCALEMODELSHOP.CO.UK
Live Stock Levels - Fast Deliver

forums: scale-models.co.uk 01422 40 50 40

OXONIANS
PLASTIC
FANTASTIC

www.oxoniansplasticfantastic.co.uk 
Live stock levels – fast dispatch – try us now!

Huge range, specialising in
Eduard, Aires, SAC, Pavla,
Brengun, Valom, Quickboost, Rob
Taurus and all those hard to find
east European kit manufacturers. 

Not much room? Try the Valom
1/144 Fokker D.VII twin pack!   

Home of Blue Max and Pegasus
Models ranges. Online shop for kits,

decals and accessories. 
UK Stockist for High Planes Models
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Editorial Email
andyevans@sampublications.com

The above address is ONLY to be used for editorial submissions, NOT
subscription payments, queries, back issues or Modellers Datafile
orders. These should be sent to the non-editorial email address below.

Non-editorial Email
mail@sampublications.com

Use this address for back issue orders, subscriptions or subscription
enquiries or book orders. Note that we cannot undertake research
into specific or general modelling queries and that there may be
some delays in responses from the contributors, as they are not
based at the editorial address.

© Media House 2013
Scale Military Modeller is produced by Media House. Articles,
photographs and drawings published in Scale Military Modeller are

protected by copy right. All rights reserved. No part
of this publication may be reproduced or
transmitted (including posting to a website) in
any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or
any other information storage and retrieval

system, without prior permission in
writing from the publishers. Opinions

expressed by contributors and
advertisers are not necessarily
those of the editor or publisher.
Media House reserves the right to
suspend or refuse any

advertisement without giving
reasons. Whilst every care is taken to

avoid mistakes Media House cannot be
liable in any way for any errors or omissions.

Nor can the publisher accept respon sibility for
the bona fides of advertisers.
ISSN: 1475-3391

Contributions
Contributions and photographic material are welcome, but must be
accompanied by adequate postage to cover return. Media House
accept no responsibility for loss or damage to materials supplied.

Samples for Review
SMMI is always happy to review new products within its pages. Any
item which you feel is appropriate will be given due consideration for
inclusion in the title. Any company, trade representative, importer,
distributor or shop which wishes to have products reviewed within
SMMI should send them directly to the editorial address and clearly
mark them for the attention of the Editor. Confirmation of receipt of
the samples will be supplied if requested. For all international
companies etc the above applies, but please ensure that the package
is clearly marked for customs as a ‘sample, free of charge’ to reduce
the risk of unnecessary delays. Thank you.

Questions to Contributors
If you have a question or query you wish to raise with any of the
contrib utors to this magazine, they should be made IN WRITING to
the Media House address. Neither the Editor nor any of the contrib -
utors are at Media House on a daily basis and the Editor asks for all
enquirers to appreciate this fact and be patient. Please understand
that the staff at Media House do not have access to the information
you require and therefore cannot answer your questions on the
phone. Please enclose a stamped SAE with all enquiries, if you
anticipate a reply. Thank you.

Company/Suppliers Address Details & General
Enquiries

Please note that the Editor and staff at Media House cannot help with
general enquires about contact details for companies, importers or
model shops whose products may be mentioned in SMMI if the
address information is not included with the review etc. Please check
the advertisements in this journal for all suitable UK sources and only
contact the firm directly if it is noted that there is ‘No UK stockist’. We
are sorry, but we cannot help with details of companies which do not
advertise in this magazine. Also note that neither the Editor nor
contributors will undertake specific or general research for enquirers.
Thank you.

Copyright Warning
Due to the growing misuse and breach of copyright apparent on the
web Media House gives notice that no-one is permitted to reproduce
in any way (in original form or ‘modified’) anything published in this,
or previous editions of this magazine. All design, layout and studio
photography is the copyright of Media House. All profiles, scale plans
and supporting photographs are the copyright of the individual
authors. None of these may be used without prior written agreement
from both the author/artist and Media House. Infringement is a
breach of international law, so if you see items posted on the web
from this magazine other than on the official Media House website
(sampublications.com) please advise the publisher immediately.

Scale Military Modeller International  
Next edition date 19th December 2013.

December 2013 Volume 43 Issue 513

Contents are subject to change due to
space or other considerations

Scale Military Manual – ‘M-48’
A Full Model Build, 1:35 Scale Plans,
Walk-Around, Colour Profiles and
In-Action Gallery

The Eleventh Sherman
Tolga Dogruer Details the 1:35
Tamiya M4

A Croatian T-34
Ian Hollohan builds the 1:35 Dragon
T-34/85 from the Croatian Army
during the Yugoslavian Civil War

Normandy Armed Bodyguard
Jerome Fournioux builds the 1:35
Dragon Sd.Kfz.7/2 3.7cm with FlaK
37 and a Bronco Sd.Ah.52 Trailer 

UN Supreme Commander
Mark Dollery builds the Life
Miniatures bust of General Douglas
MacArthur

Merkava III – Desert Finish
Leigh Jones guides you through
painting and detailing the Revell
1:72 IDF kit

War-Zone
Baghdad or Bust - Military historian
Anthony Tucker-Jones recounts the
remarkably swift defeat of Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq in 2003

Desert Panzer – Libya 1942
Massimo Benedetti presents a 1:35
Afrika Corps scene.

Plus much more, and all
backed up with our usual
comprehensive News,
Previews and Reviews
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And Finally!

For January 2014, here’s just a little of what we have planned!

Great Expectations
A Look at the Lighter Side of Modelling!

By The Carpet Monster

B
eing a manufacturer
of armour kits seems
to be the proverbial
thankless task - after
spending thousands

of hours and hundreds of
thousands of dollars (or, let’s
face it yen), you proudly present
your latest offering, and get a
chorus of ‘pffft’ from modellers.
One problem is that modellers
just expect more from their kits
than they used to. Back when I
was a mere ‘Rug-Monster’, if a
kit more-or-less fitted together
and was recognisable as its
subject from ten feet away, it
was satisfactory. Nowadays
though, modellers expect
individual-link tracks, turned
metal gun barrels and etched
brass parts for everything from
brush guards to those little
unidentifiable ‘doohickies’ that
every tank seems to have. And

lets not forget the
manufacturers’ logos on tyres,
weld seams, armour texture
and……well, you name it…..! 

Kits are becoming not only
more detailed and therefore one
would hope, more accurate, but
also much more complicated and –
here’s the rub – more expensive.
The price of a top-flight tank kit is
now edging its way north of £50
and in these far-from-affluent
times, that’s enough money to
make your head spin! Modellers are
now increasingly turning to
magazines and web sites to read
reviews of a kit, before they fork-
out increasing amounts of their
hard-earned cash, and a very
critical review from a
respected modeller can
easily make purchasers
reconsider buying a
kit that they
would cheerfully
have clambered

over their own grandmother to get
hold of just hours before.

The result is a kind of vicious
spiral, where manufacturers must
offer more to tempt modellers to
part with their cash, the additional
parts and details push the price of
a kit even higher. The higher price
raises raises modellers’
expectations, which means that
manufacturers have to do even
more… and so on. Some good is
coming from this, of course. The
average quality of a kit is rising, and
we are starting to see versions of
the same kit from different
manufacturers, which was unheard
of a few years ago. So, with ever-
increasing quality, a wider range of

subjects and even greater a
choice of kits, will modellers

soon be satisfied? 
Not likely…….!!
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1:48 New
Tooling

Out Now

i o
n  ll goo  et il to i t

i
humbrol.comFor schools and all 

youth organisations
Join the Official Airfix Club

QUAD BIKES
AND CREW

A14101 
AgustaWestland Merlin HC3
The AgustaWestland Merlin HC3 is the 
RAF version of the AW101 medium 
- lift helicopter, which was developed 
as a joint venture between Westland 
Helicopters in the UK and Agusta in Italy

Powered by three 2,312shp 
RTM322-01 turboshaft engines, the 
Merlin HC3 can lift a payload of up 
to 5,433kg, including 24 troops or 
a variety of vehicles and equipment.

A04701  
Britis  Quad Bi es and Crew
Delivering vital combat supplies to 
troops on the ground, quad bikes and 
trailers are providing sterling service 
on frontline operations.

This latest batch of Afghanistan-bound 
ATVs and trailers will deliver food, 
water and ammunition to the front 
line, in difficult to access areas or 
where larger vehicles are not suitable, 
effectively running alongside those 
who are on dismounted operations.
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CONTENTS
 2 quad bikes
 2 trailers
 4 individually 
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20% off everything on our site when ordering online using the code: APP20
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